
Incentive design* 

4.1 Introduction 

Incentives are the key between economics and better environmental policy. People have 

less incentive to protect the environment today when the social costs fall on others in 

the future (as we discussed in Chapter 3). A nation might not have incentive to reduce 

its domestic carbon emissions to curb climate change if it believes other nations will not 

do likewise. A producer chasing profits may not have incentive to clean up its emissions 

to the degree desired by the rest of society. A consumer with a tight budget has less 

incentive to buy "eco-friendly!' goods when "cheap and dirty" goods are less expensive. 

A homeowner might think recycling is a good idea but has no incentive to take the time 

with a busy famiiy. Landowners who shelter endangered species on private property but 
fear costly government intervention have an incentive to follow a "shoot, shovel and 

shut up" strategy, i.e., take actions to harm the species by killing it or destroying its 

habitat before government intervention. 

This chapter addresses how societies can use economic incentives within public policy 

decisions to align private motives with social objectives to protect the environment. In 

general, a social regulator has three broad policy tools to help her realign private incent

ives with environmental goals: legal mandates and technological restrictions (e.g., air 

and water filtration technology), cooperative institutions to share information between 

regulators, polluters, and victims (e.g., voluntary agreements, Coasean bargaining), and 

economic incentive ·mechanisms to increase the cost of "environmental shirking" on 

environmental protection (e.g., charges, fees, taxes, tractable permits). This chapter 

focuses on the third tool, economic incentives. 

* Thanks go to Erwin Bulte, Linda Midgley, Geerte Cotteleer, Berly Martawardaya, Huang 
Jii.ln, Andries Richter, ·Alex Halsema, Stefka Petrova, Michiel Evers, Richard Woodward, Travis 
Warziniack, and Chris McIntosh for their helpful comments. 
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Inc nliv d i n 

E n mist · hav I n r pr mot d in ntiv yst ms as a cost-eff ctiv alt rnativ t 

infl xibl mmand-and- ntr I nvir nm ntal r ulations (e.g., uniform t hn l i al 

mandat s). Th basi id a b hind in d sign an incentive syst m with 

privat fl xibility to achi v desir d publi bj tiv s. Incentives raise the cost f vir

onmental shirking, while allowing people the fl xibility to find the least-cost pollution 

control strat gy. E on mic incentive systems can also be used to implement the so-c 11 d 

"polluter-pays principle," in which the entity that causes pollution pays for the clean-up 

costs and is responsible for any damages suffered. 

By increasing the cost of environmental shirking, the producer has an incentive to 

provide the socially optimal level of pollution control, or some other sub-optimal but 

socially desirable target (e.g., the precautionary principle). To illustrate, consider the case 

of Figure 4.1, which shows the marginal cost (MC) and marginal benefit (MB) of an extra 

unit of pollution control. Producers control pollution before it enters the environment 

through abatement technologies of their choice (e.g., filters, condensation, oxidation, 

scrubbers), and producers/governments control pollution after it hits the environment 

through clean-up and remediation technologies. 

F\gure 4.1 illustrates the textbook case of optimal pollution control. Here MCs are 
positively sloped, that is, control costs increase at an increasing rate. This captures the 

idea that while control costs are low initially, they increase tremendously as society 

moves toward total pollution control. Achieving a zero-risk/no-pollution society with 

given technologies implies near infinite opportunity costs. In· contrast, marginal benefits 

are negatively sloped, i.e., the benefits of control increase but at a decreasing rate. Each 

$ 

MC 

t MB 

0 X * X 

Figure 4.1 Socially optimal level of pollution control 
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in r m ntal unit n tr L pr vid f w r in r m nta l b nefits to society sine mos f 

th pollu ti n is n w air ady l an d up. Whil th xa t slopes of these curves are an 

m piri al q u ti n , Fi ,ur 4.1 is us ful to illustrat h w onomists think about op tima l 

p llution c n tr l. 

~ ally, soci ty w ul d want a regulator (or fi rm) t consider both the MBs and the M 

~hen selecting th optimal level of pollution contro l. If MB > MC, society should incre as 

pollution control to capture the net benefits; if MB < MC, control should decrease to 

avoid the n et loss s. Th e socially optimal level o f pollution control is then achieved at t h 

point in which n et benefits or net losses are zero, that is MB= MC (point A in Figure 4.1) . 

If a private firm must pay the marginal costs of pollution control without r~ceiving.any 

of the marginal benefits (which, say, accrue to the entire global population), its private 

optimum is to set MC= 0 (point B).j 

Incentive systems are designe~ provide an incentive for a firm to move from point 

B to point A on its own. A regulator assigns a price to not controlling pollution, such 

that firms now must pay for decisions that damage the environment. In principle, the 

regulator can affect firm behavior by imposing a tax (or emissions charge) at the level in 

which marginal benefits and marginal costs are equal, t = MB.= MC. Now the producer 
either invests in pollution control or pays the tax, t, for each unit of pollution. In 

Figure 4.1, the tax exceeds the marginal control costs are equal, t > MC, up to point A; 

therefore it is cheaper for the firm to control pollution rather than pay the tax. This 

tax provides incentive so the producer increases control until its private level of control 

equals the social ·optimum, MC= MB. Such pollution taxes are known famously as 

Pigovian taxes, named after British economist Alfred Pigou . See Baumol and Oates (1988) 

for a detailed general equilibrium model of Pigovian charges and ·pollution control. 

In this chapter, we discuss incentives by grouping them into three categories: price 

rationing (i.e ., a Pigovian tax), liability rules, and quantity rationing (i.e ., tractable 

permits). Price rationing increases the costs of shirking by setting a Pigovian charge, 

tax, or subsidy on producer behavior or .products. Emission or effluent charges are the 

most commonly discussed form of price rationing. Liability rules set up a socially accept

able benchmark of behavior so if a producer violates this benchmark he suffers some 

financial consequence. Non-compliance fees, deposit-refund schemes, and performance 

bonds represent alternative liability rules (see Khanna, 2001). Quantity rationing uses a 

tractable permit system. A tractable permit system sets a fixed emission (protection) level 

and then albws low control cost producers to reduce pollution and sell excess permits 

to high-cost producers. Chapter 5 looks at two incen,tive schemes, pollution taxes and 

tractable permits, in more detail. 

In this chapter, we also discuss how asymmetric information affects incentive design. 

A producer knows more about his own costs of pollution control or choice of control 

strategies than a regulator. The producer can take advantage of this asymmetry to gain 

additional rents (Lewis, 1996; Laffont and Martimor, 2001). For example, nonpoint 

source pollution implies numerous, diffuse sources of emissions, making it too costly 

to perfectly monitor behavior and enforce pollution control (see Shortle and Dunn, 

1986; Horan et al., 2002). Given the inability to monitor action perfectly, moral hazard 



impli s a producer has an in nliv L shirk 
hirkin r ts are low. Uni ss th 

In ntive d i n 

n pollution ntrol in the xp l d 

overcom this bani r f asymm lri 

ontrol and too much pollution. /\ 

cons qu nee, the regulator may h av t iv up some efficien cy gains with an econ mi 

incentiv scheme to reduce the information rents associated with moral h aza rd or adv r · 

selecti n. Recall that moral hazard exists when a regulator cannot observe the actions fa 

firm or consumer (e.g., high or low abatement); adverse selection exists when she cann t 

observe the type of firm or consum r (e.g., high or low cost producer). A mixed system 

of economic incentives and technological restrictions is more likely to be consider d by 
the regulator. 

Finally, we consider a set of criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of an ince ntive 

·system for environmental problems. Some incentive schemes work bette~. than oth rs 

depending on the environmental issue a.nd tqe criteria deemed most important 

by the policymakers. We present five criteria: an adequate i:nformation bas , a 

strong legal structure, competitive markets, administrative capacity, and political 
feasibility. 

4.2 Price rationing: Charges and subsidies · 

4.2.1 Emission charges 

Emission charges are Pigovian taxes or fees levied on the discharge of pollutants into 

air, water, or onto the soil, or on the generation of noise. These charges are designed to 

reduce the quantity or improve the quality of pollution by making pollut~rs pay at least 

part of the costs of the harm they do to the environment. Following Pigou, economists 

favor emission charges over other options because by charging for every unit of pollution 

released into the environment they induce firms to lower their emissions to account for 

social damages. Because pollution control costs typically differ among producers (e.g., 

due to location, age of capital stock, products), those with lower control costs reduce 

emissjon levels further than high control cost polluters. This cost differentiation matters 

because it allows society to achieve its environmental protection _at the lowest possible 

costs, which implies more resources are freed up for other desired collective goods like 

education and health care. Emission charges give producers an incentive to develop and 

adopt newer and better pollution control technologies as a means of bringing down the 

charges they must pay. In doing so, we can achieve more environmental protection at 
lower costs. 

We illustrate the idea behind the emission charge by considering a profit-maximizing 

producer who produces a valuable good or service, and also generates pollution (e.g., 

waste water emissions). Let the producer select output, q, to maximize his or her net 

profits, 7T = pq- c(q), where pis the fixed market price of q and c(q) is the cost function 

associated with producing q. For simplicity, we are assuming the producer is a price

taker in a perfectly competitive output market. Assume costs increase at an increasing 
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rate, c' = d /d > O and c" = d2 /dg2 > 0. Th · pr du r's profit-maximizing prob] m · s 

t maximi.z pr fits 

max [pq - c(q)] ( 4. ) 

The producer selects his or her optimal level of output, q*, to maximize net profits by 
equating the MB of an extra unit of output, p, to the MC, c', 

MB = JJ= c' = MC (4.2) 

Figure 4.2 shows the private optimal level of production. 

The production of q also emits a pollutant feared to damage human and environmenta l 

health. For simplicity, let the total emissions level of the pollutant be represented by a 

linear relationship, a= {3q, where f3 is a fixed emission coefficient, that is as production 

increases, emissions increase at the constant rate of (3. Let D(a) represent the monetary 

damages associated with the level of emissions. Assume as emissions increase, damages 

increase, D ' = dD/ da > 0. The incremental increase in damages represents the marginal 

social costs (MSC) due to another unit of pollution. 
If a producer accounted for the damages to human and. envfronmental health, his 

problem is 

Max [pq-c(q)-D({3q)] 

. $ 

MC+MSC 

p 

0 q** * q 

Figure 4.2 Privately and socially optimal levels of output 

MC 

MB 

q 
(output) 

(4.3) 



Incentive d i n 

He s lects an optimal lev l f utpul, q*\ to maxim ize net r fits by equatin :r th 

margina l benefi t, p, to th e priv t mar inal cost, c' , and th mar ina l o ial cost, f3 ' , r 

MB = p = c' + {3D' = MC+ MSC (4.4) 

Th e producer accounts for the damages by reducing his outpu t to q** from q* . Figur 4.2 

sh ows if marginal social costs are included in the producer's d cision, his optimal 

response is to decrease output until the margin al benefit equals the sum of the p rivat 
and social marginal costs. 

The open question is how society can induce the producer to internalize the marginal 

social cost into his decision making. Th e classic solution is the Pigovian tax. A regulator 

can set this tax, t (also called an em issions charge), equal to th e m arginal social costs, {3D' , 

t = {3D' (4 .5) 

The producer's problem now becom es 

Max [pq- c(q) - tq] (4 .6) 

such that he chooses a level of q to maximize profits 

p = c' +t (4.7) 

Since t = {3D' , we see expression (4.7) is identical to (4.4). The implication is that the 

tax has caused the producer to internalize the external damages of pollution into his 

decision making, and has voluntarily selected society's desired level of output. 

But as pointed by Coase.(1960) more than four decades ago, iflife was this simple, societies 

would have solved pollution problems long ago through Pigovian taxation. If a regulator 

could somehow measure the marginal social costs, MSC, that fall on the entire popula

tion, he could set the Pigovian tax accordingly. Measuring these social costs, however, 

is a challenge to say the least (as we will see in the following chapters). Pollution travels 

through air and water, sometimes in unpredictable ways, and might not affect health 

for a decade. Assigning a monetary value to an uncertain cause-and-effect relationship 

requires real resources and effort, which are referred to as transaction costs. In general, the 

transaction costs to create a Pigovian tax that achieves a social optimum are not trivial. 

Let us shift back to the example of pollution control to illustrate this point. If a 

regulator is absolutely certain as to the marginal costs and benefits of pollution control, 

achieving the socially optimal level of control with qn emission charge is straightforward. 

The regulator sets the emission charge, t, equal to the level at which marginal benefits, 

MB, equal the marginal control cost, MC, i.e. t = MB = MC, as we saw in Figure 4.1. 

Given this charge, a producer compares the charge to his marginal cost of control. If 

t > MC, the producer invests in pollution control since it is cheaper than paying the 

emission charge per unit of emissions. The producer continues to control pollution until 
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t = M = MB. At this level, the produ r's private choice of pollution · otrol matches 

lh r gulatoi·'s socially optimal level o f ntr L. 

But if the regulator is uncertain about th marginal cost or benefit of [ o llution control , 

th ffectiveness of price rationing with an mission charge depends on the slopes of th 

cost and benefit curves and how far exp tations deviate from reality (see Weitzman, 

1974). The slopes represent how the marginal costs and benefits change given· an increas 

in pollution control. A flat slope implies costs and benefits do not change much a 

pollution control increases; a steep slope implies the opposite. Suppose the regulator 

knows the marginal benefits of control, but is uncertain about the marginal costs. Th 

effectiveness of the emissions charge depends on the slope of. the marginal benefits 

curve. If marginal benefits are constant across alternative levels of pollution control, the 

uncertainty about marginal control costs does not matter - the social optimum can be 

achieved regardless of the realized cost. Figure 4.3a illustrates the horizontal MB curve 

representing the constant marginal benefits. The curve EMC represents the regulator's 

expectation, or best guess, about the producer's marginal control cost. Point A represents 

the expected social optimum at which the marginal benefits equal the expected marginal 

costs, MB= EMC. The regulator sets the charge at t =MB= EMC, and sees if the realized 

cost deviates from his expectations. 

Suppose the realized marginal costs are lower than expected, as represented by MCL. 

The social optimum is at MB= MCL (point B), but this is also equal to the charge 

t =MB= MCL. The private optimum is the social optimum, x* = xv This result holds 

even if"actual marginal costs are higher than expected, t =MB= MCH (point C), where 

x* = xH. The uniform emission charge perfectly matches the marginal benefit of control, 

-so rto divergence exists between the social and the private optima. 
In the opposite case, in which marginal control benefits are extremely steep as reflected 

in Figure 4.3b, the results change. If the actual marginal costs are lower than expected, 

the producer supplies too much pollution control, xL > x* (point E vs point F), where 

t = MCL >MB.If the actual costs are higher, not enough control occurs, xH < x8, where 

t = MCH > MB (point G vs point H). The further the realized costs deviate from the 

expectations, the worse the tax performs, providing either too few or too many incentives 

to invest in pollution control. 

Figure 4.3c shows an intermediately sloped marginal benefit curve. The emission 

charge provides the incentive to over- or under-invest in pollution control given the 

divergence between realized and actual costs, but the inefficiency is not as severe as in 

the case of the extremely steep slope. The flatter the marginal benefits curve the less 

severe the divergence of costs is on efficiency. 

If we reverse the situation so marginal control costs are known with certainty but 

the benefits are uncertain, the emission charge again provides an incentive to over

or under-invest in pollution control. Figure 4.3d shows an intermediate case in which 

EMB represents the expected marginal benefits of pollution control. If the actual bene

fits exceed the expected benefits, the emission charge results in too little pollution 

control t =MC < MBH. The opposite occurs if the expectations exceed the actual benefit, 

t = MC > MBL - too much pollution control. Too much pollution control means that 
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Figure 4.3 Charges given uncertainty 
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Pl ortun ity costs of usin sca r r urc s to create a pristine stat of nature exceed 

th b n fits ga ined. Th r ar ial demand on these scarce resources, such a 

K- 12 public education and h alth ar . This is not to say people do not want a clean 

nvir nment, rather this says a I vel f safety exists which allows for some pollution. 

Another important topic is what a r gu lator should do with the revenue raises with a 

Pigovian tax. Some economists hav suggested a double dividend exists - the revenues from 

a Pigovian tax can be used to reduce society's reliance on other taxes that distort labor 

and capita l markets (e.g., income tax). The double dividend is both lower pollution and 

more incentive to work at;d invest. Two countervailing effects emerge when swapping 

environmental tax revenues to reduce the rate of labor taxation: the revenue-recycling 

and tax-interaction effects (see Goulder 1995; Parry, 1995). Welfare gains arise from the 

revenue-recycling effect because lower labor taxes imply increased labor supply, which 

is a good thing. But these gains can be overwhelmed by the welfare losses that emerge 
from the tax-interaction effect. 

These net losses can arise because the environmental tax increases production costs, 

which translates into higher product prices. Higher prices reduce real household wages, 

which then leads to less labor supply, which is a bad thing. Once one considers the 

general equiHbrium effects of tax swapping, the welfare losses·exceed the benefits, and in 

the end the double dividend appears to disappear. This is essentially a classic second-best 

story: correcting one market failure in the presence of manyfailures does not necessarily 

lead to an improvement in overall welfare. The debate over the double dividend is far 

· from over, however, given its potential importance in public policy decisions around the 

globe. Economic circumstances can be found to generate a double dividend; these condi

tions usually involve some serious inefficiency (e.g., the total excess burden declines) in 
the existing tax system. 

4.2.2 Ambient charge 

In general, an emission charge is limited for many sources of pollution due to the inform

ation requirements needed to set an optimal charge to change behavior. Emi~sion charges 

are likely to be inefficient due to asymmetric information, i.e. moral hazard, the inability 

to perfectly monitor a producer's control efforts; adverse selection, the inability to know 

a producer's "type·." To reduce the moral hazard problem, Segerson (1988) suggested 

regulators can design a charge system based _on the overall ambient concentration of a 

pollutant in a region. Following Holmstrom's (1982) work on incentive structures for 

labor, Segerson introduced an ambient charge scheme which combines penalties and 

rewards for exceeding or beating a specific level of total ambient concentrations. The 

ambient charge scheme has two parts: (1) a per unit charge or subsidy based on the 

deviation from some ambient standard and (2) a lump sum penalty for not achieving 

the standard. The charge or subsidy per unit. depends on the magnitude of the deviation 

from the standard, while the lump sum penalty is independent of the magnitude of 
deviation. 



Incentive 

Th li ability f a hp Hut rd p nds on th aggr at mi si ns from the entire fr Uf 

of p IJut rs, n t ju t hi wn I v I of mis i n in th mis. ions are unobs rvab l 

to th r ulator. This r at s ·1 bubbl of total ambi nt ntration that the ntir 

group of produ · rs mu ·t sati fy. If the total ambi nt .n ntration of a pollutant is 

found to exceed th standard, each polluter pays the fu ll incr mental social costs f th 

excessive ambient con ntrations. Suppose the marginal damages cost society $1000, 

each polluter pays the full $1000 rather than some shar of the damages. The regulator 

collects {n · ($1000)}, where n is the number of pollut rs. The system is not budget 

balancing: the regulator collects more money in charges from the polluters than society 

suffered in damages. The regulator can set the charge/subsidy and penalty .in several 

different combinations to achieve the desired goal of reduced pollutant use. The major 

advantage of the ambient charge system is that it does not require continual monitoring 

of emissions; a disadvantage is that one has to b~ able to define a ·"reasonable" region 

in which .one has captured only and all of the relevant polluters (e .g., watershed) . 

Now reconsider the model of the producer to see how the ambient charge system is 

constructed. Assume there are many producers, i = l, 2, .. . , n, who are generating some 

output, qi, sold at a fixed price, p, and can be produced at a cost, ci(qJ, where costs 
increase with increased output, c; = dcifdq; > 0 . As before, a producer's problem absent 

any incentive scheme is to select a level of output to maximize net profits 

(4.8) 

Producer i selects the privately optimal level of output, q1, so the marginal benefits equal 
the marginal costs of production 

p = c; (4.9) 

Again the production of qi generates emissions. Let a;= {3;q; represent the emission 

level of output qi given the fixed emission coefficient, /3;. But suppose the · regulator 

cannot directly monitor how producer i's emissions are transported into a central collec

tion point such as a lake or river. The best the regulator can do is measure the total 

ambient concentration of the pollutant - the regulator cannot identify which producer 

contributed the most or the least to the total ambient concentration given a random 

factor, e, affects the transport of emissions through the environment. The random factor 

includes rainfall, soil conditions, and wind direction. Let the ambient concentration of 

the pollutant be written as cp = cp(a ; e), where a= (a1 , a 2 , ... , aJ. Assume the level of 

ambient concentration increases with increased emissions, cp' = acp/aa > 0. 

The ambient charge scheme is implemented by comparing actual ambient levels of 

the pollutants to a specific ambient standard. The standard is the cutoff beyond which 

ambient concentrations are perceived to increase the risk to an unacceptable level. Let 

Zp be the specific ambient standard so if the observed ambient level exceeds this cutoff, 

cp > Zp, the producers are penalized; if the level is less than or equal to the cutoff, cp::: Zp, 
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th producers may receive a subsidy. Let F(q5, a) represent th lik lihood the ambient 

n ntration does not ex lh u toff. The ambient char is written as 

l t;( cp - q5) + k; 
T;(cp) = 

. t; ( cp _.: q5) 

if cp > q5 

if cp :'.S q5 

where t; is the variable charge to producer i and k; is a fixed pen alty imposed on produc r 

i when the ambient cutoff is exceeded. This fixed penalty provides extra incentive to 

keep the ambient level of the pollutant below the cutoff level. 

The level of the ambient charge depends on the perce ived benefits of reduced 
pollution. Suppose the regulator knows the social benefit of reducing ambient concen

trations, B(cp(a; s ) - cp(O; s )) , which decline with increased ·ambient concentrations, 

B' = (dB/dcp)(acp;aa) < 0. If the regulator selected the optimal level of output as a bench

mark, she would maximize 

Max [pq; -c;(q;) +E[B(cp(a; s )- cp(O; s))]] 

The optimal level of output, qi* , froin the regulator's viewpoint is when the marginal 

benefits equal the marginal private costs and the expected marginal social costs defined 

in terms of lost benefits, E[B' ]/3; -

p = c; -E[B']/3; (4.10) 

The ambient charge is an incentive to induce the producer to select this socially 

optimal level of output. The producer's revised problem is to select a level of output 

given the ambient charge is included in his net profit calculations. 

Max [pq; -c;(q;) +E[T;(cp(a; s))]] 

where E[T;(cp(a; s ))] =tiE[cp(a; s)]- t;q5+k;(l -F(q5, a)). Let E represent the expectation 

of the random factor, s , that is, E[T;(cp(a; s))] is the expected ambient charge given 

uncertain weather (e.g., rain or drought). The producer selects q; so marginal benefit~ 

equal the marginal private cost and the expected marginal cost of ambient charge 

p = c; + t;E[ cp']/3; -k;(aF ;aa;)/3; (4.11) 

where aF ;aa; < 0, i.e . increased emissions decrease the likelihood of observed ambient 

concentrations being lower than the cutoff standard. Comparing Equation (4.11) with 

Equation (4.10), several ways exist for the regulator to set the ambient charge to achieve 

the desired level of production. The regulator sets the fixed penalty equa\ to zero and 

sets the tax equal to the (negative) ratio of expected marginal benefits over the marginal 

contribution to ambient concentrations of increased production; set the tax equal to 

zero and set the fixed penalty equal to the ratio of exp_ected marginal benefits over the 



Incentive de i n 

m rginal li k lih d in th ut ff sta ndard; r th tax is s tat an arbitrary l v I 

and th fix d p nalty is s t qu I t t h r t i f Lh um f xp cted marginal ben fi t · 

and th 

likelih 

ntributi n t ambi nt n -ntrations over the m ar ina l 

ut ff tandard: 

(a) k; = 0 an d t1 = - E[B' ]/E[cp' ] 

(b) t ; = o and k1 = E[B' ]/(aF/aa1) 

(c) t1 s t a rb itrary and k1 = (E [B' ]+t1E[cp' ]) /(aF;aa1) 

All three forms of the ambient charge give the producer an incentive to select the l evel 

of output the regulator wa n ts. Since each producer pays the full marginal damage of the 

total level of ambient pollution , h e has no incentive to free ride on the other's actions. 

Since the regulator collects a tax on marginal damages from all producers, however, th 

scheme is n o t budget balancing. 

Consider now the drawbacks of the ambient charge. Similar to emission_ charges, C abe 

and Herriges (1992) argue the disadvantage of the ambient charge is the remain ing 

information requirements n eeded to set the appropriate levels of the tax/subsidy and 

penalty. The ambient charge requires collecting site-specific data on the complex fate 

and tran sport sys tems associated with pollutant leaching, runoff, and volatilization and 

the polluter's and regulator,.s prior beliefs about this transport system. Without this, the 

ambient charge is incorrectly specified and does not m eet its desired goal of socially 

optimal pollution. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the information problem with the ambient charge for pollutant 

control. The horizontal axis represents the level of production, q, which influences 

ambient concentration levels; the top vertical axis represents the net benefit to society 

which depends on production and emissions, B, while the bottom axis represents the 

level of the ambient charge, t. The social optimal production is when the net social 

benefits are maximized, B*, at production level q*. Points to the left of q* represent too 

little production from society's viewpoint, while points right imply too much produc

tion. If the producer does not perceive his actions affect pollution, he believes his tax 

burden is independent of production and is determined by the solid line in the lower 

half of Figure 4.4. The production level remains at q1 and the producer stays in business 

as long as the ambient charge does not exceed some economic threshold, t =s t1 . If the 

charge exceeds this threshold, the producer shuts down and leaves the industry. Here 

the ambient charge is a discrete policy tool: the firm either does what it normally does 

· without the charge or it shuts down, B = 0. The reason is that the producer's beliefs 

influence the perceived impact of the charge. If the producer thinks its actions do not 

impact ambient concentrations, the ambient charge does not change its behavior. If 

q1 < Z, the regulator allows production and pollution to continue; otherwise, if q1 > Z, 

it shuts down the firm, since net social welfare is negative, B < 0. 

The information problems with ambient _charges exist any time the producer's beliefs 

about the relationship between production and pollution are small relative to the true 

value or the regulator's belief. Figure 4.4 shows if the producer believes some relationship 
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B 
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Figure 4.4 Optimal levels of output drive given ambient charge (adapted from Cabe and 
Herriges, 1992) 

exists between his tax burden and his level of production, production changes little 

gi·ven an increase in the charge. The level of production still exceeds the socially optimal 

level, q*. Again the charge can be set high enough to shut the producer down, but this 

depends on the level of q2 relative to Z. In the case illustrated in Figure 4.4, the regulator 

wants the producer to stay in operation, even though the production level is more than 

is socially optimal. Given the regulator's ability or inability to determine and alter the 

producer's belief about the fate and transport system, quantity rationing in the form 

of traditional emission standards or technology restrictions may be the more attractive 

policy tool relative to the ambient charge. 

The problems with the ambient standard become even thornier when producers can 

make more decisions than just abatement. Horan et al. (1998) show how Segerson's 

ambient tax is efficient if firms had one choice, abatement. They show the ambient tax 

is inefficient when firms have multiple input choices, that is combinations of pesticides, 

nutrients, tillage. Rather, an efficient tax must be state-dependent to account for the 

risk-effects of the various choices. They also examine the Cabe and Herriges model 

of asymmetric expectations, and find again that the ambient tax, even if adjusted to 

efficiently account for asymmetric expectations, is only possible when firms make a 

single choice (Horan et al., 2002). They show this is impossible when firms have multiple 

input combinations and when polluters are risk-averse. Here efficiency is unattainable, 

in part because the tax itself is a. source of risk. Their results suggest the ambient tax 

could be severely limited in actual practice. (See Box 4.1 for a discussion on a testbed 

experiment designed to understand the efficiency properties of an auction to address 

asymmetric information in a nonpoint pollution problem.) 
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Bush tender and experimental economics 

Asymmetric information complicates the design of incentive schemes used to protect natur 

on private lands. Nonpoint source pollution is a prime example - pollution comes from diffuse 

sources making it too costly to monitor private behavior perfectly. Property owners know 

more about their land, production choices, disposal methods and preferences than does a 

regulator; providing landowners an opportunity to exploit their hidden information for personal 

gain. The ongoing theore_tical challenge is to construct incentive schemes to overcome this IC 

problem. While elegant, the question is whether the mechanisms work in practice for people 

who frequently fall short of the hyper-rational game-theoretic idea_l. 

Experimental economic methods can be used to. testbed incentive schemes designed to 

address asymmetric information between a private landowner and a regulator. Like a wind 

tunnel to test airplane design, lab experiments provide a testbed for what is called economic 

design - the process of constructing institutions and mechanisms to examine efficient resource 

allocation. Classic testbed experiments run by Charles Plott and colleagues helped guide 

the design of the multi-billion dollar spectrum auction run by the Federal Communications 

Commission in 1994. The power and limits of testbedding rests in whether lab behavior is 

a reliable guide to how people act in the wilds. Consider the following example of such a 

testbed nonpoint pollution experiments. Bohm (2003) also has a useful survey on experimental 

methods to evaluate incentive systems for environmental p·olicy. 

Bush Tender is a program designed to improve the management of native vegetation on 

private land in Victoria, Australia, given nonpoint pollution problems. Better land management 

in Victoria translates into less nonpoin·t pollution from nutrient runoff, which can help improve 

regional water quality. Introduced by the Victorian Department of Natural _ Resources and. 

Environment, Bush Tender is an auction-based approach designed to induce private landowners 

to reveal asymmetric information about their land management practices. Landowners submit 

bids that specify both the land they will retire for a specific cost. The Department then ranks 

~ the land's quality through a biodiversity benefits index, the ranking of which is only partially ,, 
I revealed to the landowner. 

Cason et al. (2003) designed a lab ·testbed to examine how information about public bene-

fits and the market clearing mechanism affect the efficiency of auctions designed to conserve 

land. Their work illustrates how one can use the lab to look for empirical patterns of behavior. In 

contrast to testing a specific theoretical prediction, pattern recognition explores how people react 

to economic environments which cannot be tractably modeled to generate testable hypotheses. 

They use a discriminative price auction: the regulator discriminates based on both the offer and the 

estimated environmental _benefits. They also ran the auction over many rounds so each seller could 

learn about how profitable his or her own bidding strategy in earlier rounds actually turned out. 

The lab evidence revealed an interesting pattern: bidders who did not know the environ

mental benefits of their own land were less likely to bid strategically in a conservation auction. 
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Privat ignoranc r due d public expenditures. Thi r ul t ug sts a provocative policy. 

A r gulator m ight continu to res trict the biolog ica l in formation publicly provided to 

landowners prior to running the auction . The downsid wi th the experiment is that a rational 

landowner probably would not rely on the governm ent for his sole source of information. 

Rather he has incentive to hire a private biologist to appraise the environmental benefits 

on his land. The landowner has an outside option, one not addressed in their experiment. 

Landowners know or will pay to learn about the publi c benefits of their own lands. Australia 

policymakers guided by these experimental results for conservation auctions might also 

consider how such a realistic outside option might affect auction behavior. 

4.2.3 Product charges 

Given the information problems associated with the theoretically first-best schemes such 

as the emission and ambient charges, the regulator's alternative form of price rationing is 

product charges - an indirect attempt to influence behavior by putting a charge directly 

on the product or input perceived to cause the problem. Product charges are fees or 

taxes levied on outputs or inputs potentially hazardous to humans or the environment 

when used in production, or when they or the containers become waste. By increasing 

the cost of hazardous materials, product charges encourage producers and consumers 

to substitute toward more environmentally safe products or inputs. Product charges 

promote a life-cycle approach to pollutant control by focusing attention on potential 

environmental costs at each stage of the product cycle: production, use, and disposal. In 

principle, product charges can be used to exercise control at any point in the pollutant 

product cycle. In addition, these charges may also be levied on input characteristics, 

such as the persistence of a pollutant. Product charges have ·many variations and are 

applied extensively (see Box 4.2 on the product charges in the European Union) . 

....... .._""""',..._~~~~,.::::;.::d,i.i--rllt""'·1tl)!""m:r""'*,,._""'*""""""""""'~~~ 
~~w I 

European product charges I 
The Netherlands uses a product charge with its general fuel charge in the form of surtax i 
on oil excise duties. Its rationale is that while many of the individual inputs to a production · Iii 

process may not be environmentally friendly, the administrative cost to apply charges 

to inputs is too high. A tax on the energy required to process a set of inputs offers a ~ 

straightforward alternative which is administratively efficient. Experience in European countries I 
I ~ ~ 
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sugg st product charges appli d t id nlifiab l int rm ediate or fini sh d products are mor 

. difficult to use than when they are appli d to input or post-consumption wastes. Neverth el s , 

some European countries have instituted product charges on a limited range of products. 

Norway and Sweden, for example, apply product charges to batteries, fertilizers and pesticides, 

while Italy levies a tax on plastic bags which is paid by manufactures and importers. Norway 

places a flat surcharge of 13 percent on wholesa le pesticide prices. Between 1986 and 1992, 

Sweden imposed a 20 percent charge on 'the price of pesticides. The administrative efficiency 

of product charges has been found to be high, mainly because they can be incorporated into 

existing tax systems. 

A common feature of almost all reported product charges, however, is their apparent 

lack of impact on the behavior of producers [OECD (1994)]. Little evidence exists that 

product charges significantly reduce the use of targeted inputs or final products. The evid

ence suggests product charges .have been set at relatively low levels, so it is more cost 

effective for producers and consumers to pay these charges than to seek alternative inputs 

or finished products, or to vary their practices with respect to wast~ disposal. While product 

charges may not induce the "optimal" behavioral changes, the funds raised could be used 

to support other environmental policies and programs (i.e., information programs). These 

funds would have to be earmarked for this specific purpose, which is not always the rule. 

4.2.4 Subsidies 

Subsidies are financial assistance offered to a producer by regulators. Subsidies can be 
used as an incentive to encourage pollution control or to mitigate the economic impact 

of regulations by helping firms meet compliance costs. Subsidies normally take the form 

of grants, loans, and tax allowances. Subsidies are widely applied in many countries, and 

are usually funded by environmental charges rather than from general tax revenues. 

Suppose our producer receives a subsidy for selecting an output level below some fixed 

output level set by the regulator to achieve a . specific level of ambient concentrations. 

Let the subsidy equal S = y(q-q), where 'Y = D ' f3 represents the marginal external social 

cost of prpducing q. If q = q, the producer receives no subsidy, S = 0. If the producer 

shuts down operations, q = 0, he gets the full subsidy S = yq. 

The producer's problem including the subsidy is written as 

Max [pq - c(q) + y(q- q)] 

The producer selects a level of output to maximize net profits so marginal benefit, p, 
equals the marginal private cost, c', and the marginal opportunity cost of lost subsidy, 'Y, 

p=c' +y 
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Ev ry unit f ulput results in a 1 t unit f th ub idy, y . The producer has inc ntiv 

t redu I is utpul to the so ially d ir d 1 v 1, id ntica l to the case of th missi n 

harge. 

But a diff r n xists between a sub idy and a charge viewed from a long-1un 

p rspectiv th at llows for entry and exit in the industry. Without entry and exit, a 

subsidy and a charge lead to symmetric results, but with entry and exit the aggregat 

impacts diff r - the charge reduces aggregate pollution, · while the subsidy increa s 

aggregate pollution. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate how charges and subsidies differ. We 

first define producer behavior given the charge. Figure 4.5 shows the case of the charge 

with entry and exit. Figure 4.5a represents the behavior of a representative producer; 

$ $ 

= p 

p 

I I 
I I 
I I 

0 
q q* q 0 

(a) 

Figure 4.5 · Short and long run impacts of a pollution tax 
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Figure 4.6 Short and long run impacts of a pollution subsidy 
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Figur 4. b repr s nts th industry. Th av ra 

with ut th tax ar writ n as 

st curv and margin al t urv 

A = c(q)/q and MC = c' 

The producer operates at output level q~ in which his economic profits ar z ro. Assum 

a perfectly competitive market so th producer does not earn positiv conomic profits. 

Recall that economic profits include the opportunity cost of the next b.est alternative, 

implying the producer earns the market rate of return, no more or no less. Positive 

economic profits imply the producer is earning more than the going market rate of 

return, while negative economic profits imply the producer's opportunity cost are too 

high, and he invests his resources elsewhere. Given perfect competition, this implies a 

perfectly elastic aggregate supply curve as shown i_n Figure 4.Sb and the market price, 

p. Assuming the aggregate demand curve for the industry is downward sloping, the 

aggregate level of output is set at Q*, where Q* equals the sum of all the output, q*, from 

every producer in the industry. 

If the regulator imposes a charge, as in Equation (4.5), the average and marginal cost 

curves are rewritten as 

ACc = c(q) +t 
. q 

MCt = c'+t 

Figure 4.Sa shows the charge results in a parallel shift up of both average and marginal 

cost. If the market price stays at ]5, the producer operates until marginal benefit, p, equals 

the new marginal cost, MCt. This m~ans he produces at q, which implies negative profits, 

'Tr < 0. The hashed area in Figure 4.Sa represents the negative profits. These negative 

profits force some producers to exit the industry, thereby shifting back the aggregate 

supply curve, as shown in Figure 4.Sb. The supply curve shifts back until a new market 

price is reached, p, so the remaining producers are once again making zero economic 

profits given the charge. This results in a decrease in the aggregate level of output to Q 
from Q*, thereby reducing the level of aggregate pollution. The producers who remained 

.in the industry produce again at q*, but because there are fewer producers, aggregate 

output and pollution is reduced. The charge achieved the desired long-term objective -

less aggregate pollution. 

Consider now the subsidy. With the subsidy, the average and marginal cost curves are 

rewritten as 

AC = c(q) - yq + 'Y 
s q q 

MC5 = c' +y 

While the effect of a subsidy on marginal cost is the same as the charge (t = 'Y = D' /3), 

the effect on average cost is different. Instead of a parallel shift up in average costs as 
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with th harg , the subsidy ca uses av rag t t shift down and to th I ft. hgure 4-

sh ws th impact of a subsidy on th individua l pr ducer. Again, if the pr lu r initially 

was ea rning zero economic profits (p int J\), th subsidy causes him t r duce outpu t· 

t q and arn positive economic profits giv n th market price stays at p, as shown by 

th hash d area in Figure 4.6a. But positiv profits attract new producers t enter int 

the industry, thereby shifting the aggregate supply curve out resulting in a low.er mark t 

price, p, and a higher level of aggregate output, an increase to Q from Q* (Figure 4.6 b) . 

Even though each producer is generating less output, q, and less individua l pollution, 

there are more producers in the industry so aggregate pollution actually increases. W ith 

unrestricted entry, the subsidy attracts more producers who produce less ·pollution indi

vidually but end up increasing aggregate pollution. The charge and subsidy schemes 

no longer lead to symmetric results in the long run given free entry and exit into the 

industry (see Box 4.3, which discusses subsidies in Europe). 

European subsidies 

France provides loans to industry to control water pollution . Italy provides subsidies for solid 

waste recycling and recuperation, favoring industries which commit themselves to altering 

manufacturing processes. The Netherlands has a financial assistance program that provides 

incentive to industries to promote compliance with regulation and promote technology research 

and the introduction of pollution control equipment. The German subsidy system assists small 

producers which experience cash flow problem~ due to additional capital requirements for 

pollution control, and to speed up the implementation of environmental programs. Sweden 

used subsidies . to reduce pesticide loadings by providing funds to test the efficacy of pesti

cide spraying ~quipment, to provide pest forecasts and warning services, to supply financial 

assistance and technical advice on organic farming, to increase training of applicators, and to 
. . 

increase the level of research and technical training on low-dose sulfonylurea herbicides. The 

United States subsidized the construction of municipal water treatment plants and has spent 

billions assisting farmers pay the costs of soil conservation and preventing erosion-induced 

losses of soil productivity. 

Lewis (1996) provides another useful example of how a subsidy can be inefficient even 

if the regulator can perfectly measure the monetary damages to human and environ

mental health. A subsidy scheme can lead to inefficiencies if the polluter has private 

information about the profitability of his production of output. If the regulator does not 

know the type of producer - high profitability or low profitability - this private inform

ation leads to an "information rent." The low-profit producers receive a subsidy even 

though they should not, that is, they would never be in operation since their expected 

profits are negative. For example, · agricultural producers who own unproductive land 



Incentive desi n 

mi ht r ceive a subsidy t 

that land in the first pla 

idl th l nd v n th u h it is unpr filable to produc n 

rk n in ntiv rnpatlbility (l ) and agricultural 

subsidi sin Smith, 1995; als s rsink et al., 1998). 

Consider a group of produ rs wh supply an output sold at a fix cl price. The pr du 

rs are indexed by 0, wh r th 1 a t profitable producer is indexed by Q and the m t 

profitable· producer is index d by 0, 0 e [Q, OJ . Let 7r(O) repres nt the expected economi 

profits of producer type 0, where 1r(O) > 7r(Q) and 7r'(O) = d1r/dO > 0. Assume a produc r 

type exists, 8, who has zero economic profits, 7r(8) = 0, where Q < 0 < e. Assume the regu

lator knows the distribution of producer types, but does not know the profitability f 

any specific producer. For simplicity, assume the distribution of types is uniform, that is, 

an equal likelihood for ea.ch producer type. 

Each producer emits a pollutant which imposes an external cost on s?ciety. Let w > 0 

represent the social cost generated by each produc~r who operates in the economy. For 

simplicity, assume w is the same for all producers. The net social surplus from production 

is 1r(O) - w. The socially optimal size of the industry is, when the net social surplus is 

zero (i.e., no more gains from trade), 1r(fJ) - w = 0, where fJ is the threshold producer who 

separates producers who should stay in business from those who should not. 

Figure 4. 7 shows the size of the industry without accounting for social costs is the 

group of producers with positive expected profits, 7r(O)::::: 0, which are all the producers 

of types O through 7J. Those producer types . between Q and 8 have negative expected 

profits, 7r(O) ~ 0, and do not enter the industry. If we accounted for the social costs, 

7r( 0) - w, the size of the industry declines to the producers where 7r( 0) -w > 0, which are 

$ 

w 

I 

I Jt(0) 
I 

1r(O) - w 

0 

Figure 4.7 Asymmetric information and an environmental subsidy (adapted from Lewis, 1996) 
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th typ s between fJ and 8. The ind u t ry sh ould eliminate the p roduc r types betwe ·n 

e nd O fo r whom the n et exp t d pr fits a re negative, 1r(8) - w < 0. If these produc r 

b tw n e and fJ exit the industry, 1 llu tion is reduced to the socially optimal level. 

Th producer types between O and fJ , h owever, need an incentive to exit the industry. 

Th ey are not going to leave on their own since their private exp·ected profits are positiv . 

Th e regula tor needs to ·provide an incentive to the producers to exit. Let this incenti ve 

be in the form of a subsidy equa l to the unit social cost, w. Producers who receiv 

the subsidy halt production and exit the industry. Only producers with profits which 

exceed or equal the social cost (types e and ·O) enter the market, resulting in the efficie nt 

allocation of resources. 

The regulator's inability to determine a producer's type, however, imposes a potential 

financing problem. If the regulato r must balance the budget so the subsidy comes from 

a tax on the benefits received by society for less pollution (i.e., no deficit), the regulat or 

cannot use the subsidy to reduce pollution to the socially acceptable level without viol

ating the balanced-budget constraint. The reason is since the regulator cannot determine 

the producer types, he cannot identify which producers would not have entered into 

production in the absence of the subsidy, that is, those producer types in which 1r(O) < '0, 

types between fl.. and e. These producer types .are entitled to the subsidy since the regu

lator cannot discriminate between producers, the regulator has to pay more in subsidies 

than he receives in taxes equaling the gains in environmental quality. The low profitab

ility producers can capture an information rent. It is an open question as to whether a 

regulator wants these incentive schemes to be budget balancing or not; there are advant-' 

ages to having more flexibility to either spend more or raise more revenue (see Laffont 

and Martimor, 2001). 

Figure 4.8 shows· the divergence between the total subsidy paid out and the total 

benefits received given the exit of low-profit producers. The regulator's subsidy is paid to 

all producer types fl.. to e who have negative expected net profits, 1r(e) -w < 0. The total 

subsidy equals w times the numb.er of producers between fl.. and e. This is areas A+ Bin 

Figure 4.8. The total benefit to society from this subsidy, however, is only area B - the 

group of producer types e to e who operated without the subsidy but have exited with the 

subsidy, 1r(e) -w < 0 < 1r(e) . By setting the subsidy to accurately reflect the social costs 

of pollution, the regulator cannot balance his budget and efficiently allocate resources. 

The regulator can get around this problem by relaxing the budget-balancing require

ment or by offering a subsidy that does not perfectly capture the level of social damages. 

Figure 4.9 shows what happens if the regulator offers a lower subsidy, w < w, to the 

producers. Fewer firms exit the industry so the benefits of improved environmental 

quality are smaller, areas B + C but the total subsidy outlay is smaller as well, areas B + A. 

The lower subsidy attempts to curtail the information rent of the privately informed 

producers. If area A equals area C, the subsidies paid out equals the benefits gained, and 

the budget is balanced. Here is the poi~t - even if the regulator could accurately set a 

subsidy to reflect true social cost of pollution, producers with private information can 

exploit the incentive system to their own benefit, thereby leading to inefficient resource 
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all cation. Th r gulator d s II l · t the subsidy, or a tax f r tha t mat ter, at the lev I f 

marginal social damages. Rath r h ts it to balance the c ts f th information r nl 

with the ga ins in nvironm ntal qu a lity. This again implies on mi instruments a I 11 

may not be sufficient to achi v th socially desired level of nvironmental quali ty. 

A mixed system of price rati ning r quantity constraints ( .g., tractable permits wi th 

"safety value" upper end prices to buy more permits) may b more appropriate to a lign 

private and social incentives (see Laffont, 1994). 

Another open question is how to design subsidy schemes to satisfy both econom i 

and biological criteria (e .g., h ab itat fragmentation, population viability) . One idea is 

the agglomeration bonus. The agglomeration bonus mechanism pays an. extra subsidy 

for every acre a landowner retires that borders on any other retired acre (see Parkhurst 

et al., 2002). The idea is that an endangered species have a greater probability of survival 

within a contiguous habitat, relative to fragmented lands. The bonus payment work as 

follows: the landowner receives an additional payment for each of his retired acres that 

share a common border with another retired acre - both his own and .his neighbor's 

retired acres. The bonµs creates a positive network externality across landholdings. Each 

landowner has an explicit incentive to set aside their acres voluntarily to be adjacent to 

his neighbor's retired acres. As long as landowners prefer more money to less, govern

ment compulsion is unnecessary to create a contiguous habitat across landholdings. 

Parkhurst et al. (2002) explore the robustness of the agglomeration bonus in a game

theoretic experiment. Landowner payoffs are translated into an 8 x 8 payoff matrix (see 

Table 4.1 ). Each cell in the matrix shows the expected payoff to each player (e.g., what 

Table 4 .1 Payoff matrix: Transfers w ith an agglomeration bonus 

1 60 60 60 105 60 95 60 85 60 111 60 109 60 101 60 99 
2 105 60 105 105 105 95 105 85 105 111 105 109 105 101 105 99 
3 95 60 95 105 95 95 95 85 95 111 95 109 95 101 95 99 
4 85 60 85 105 85 95 135 135 85 111 85 109 105 121 115 129 
5 111 60 111 105 111 95 111 85 11 1 111 111 109 111 101 11 1 99 
6 109 60 109 105 109 95 109 85 109 111 109 109 109 101 109 99 
7 101 60 101 105 101 95 121 105 101 111 101 109 121 121 121 119 
8 99 60 99 105 99 95 129 115 99 111 99 109 119 121 129 129 

The numbers in this figure were reproduced from Parkhurst et al. (2002). 

Conservation Action 
1: No acres retired. 
2: Retired acres results in fragmented habitat reserve. 
3: Retired acres results in fragmented habitat reserve. 
4 : Retired acres results in bio logically preferred habitat corridor on common border. 
5: Retired acres results in fragmented habitat reserve. 
6 : Retired acres results in fragmented habitat reserve . 
7: Retired acres resu lt in smalle r habitat reserve on common border. 
8: Retired acres result in smaller habitat reserve on common border. • 
Note: When both players choose conservation strategy 4, they create the first best biologically preferred habitat 
corridor. When both players choose conservation strategies 7 or 8, they create a smaller second best habitat 
reserve. When both players choose conservation strategy 5, this is the safe bet Nash equilibrium, which creates 
fragmented habitat. 
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h play r xp l to arn ,jv n b th hi a Li n a, d Lh th r p layer's action). Lookin 

at th ma tri x w s Lh at Lh a J m ra ti n b nus r a t s a ordination game wi th 

f ur Na h quilibri a Lha l an b I a r t -rank d, 11 ( ,4), ( ,5), (7,7) and (8,8). Re a ll 
ti at a Nash quilibriurn xi st · wh n n ith r party has a unil a t ral incentive to chan 

hi s cons rvati n trat gy. By as umption, th Pareto-dominant Nash equilibrium in hi 

ga me, th ut om whi h yi Ids the greatest social b nefit, is when both players ret ire 

their most. produ tiv land (4,4). If both players s lec t (4,4), both the joint bi9logi al 
and economic payoffs are th gr atest. The other thr Nash cells lead to sub-optimal 

biological and economic decisions, that is, fragmented habitat and lower monetary 

payoffs. The agglom ration bonus can work in the lab. If players communicate at le ast 

once with each other, they found the first-best bioeconomic outcome in about nine of 

every ten game~ (see Parkhurst et al., 2002). This agglomeration bonus example shows 

that incentive mechanisms can be designed to induce.landowners to voluntarily conserve 

land to satisfy a species' biological needs. The open question is whether it could work in 
the field fo.r an actual conservation program. 

4.3 Liability rules, non-compliance fees, bonds, and 
deposit-refunds ............................................................................. 

Liability rules are set so a producer has an incentive to follow a prescribed mandate, 

technological restriction or acceptable behavior. Liability rules can be set so the producer 

pays a bond up-front and is reimbursed if no environmental harm occurs or he pays a 

non-_complianc;e fee after the harm has occurred. Liability rules attempt to reduce the 
level of shirking on environmental pollution control by raising the expected costs of 

misbehavior. One important liability rule is the non-compliance fee. A producer is fined · 

if his actions lead to a level of pollution which exceeds some set standard. But given the 

moral hazard problems associated with many types of pollution, identifying the exact 

culprit may not be straightforward since ambient concentrations cannot be perfectly 

assigned to the responsible producer. 

Xepapadeas (1991) recognized the possibility of moral hazard, proposing a theor

etically plausible incentive scheme with questionable political appeal. Drawing again 

on Holmstrom's (1982) work on behavioral incentives within the firi.n, Xepapadeas 

developed an incentive mechanism to induce polluters to supply the targeted level of 

pollution control. Relying on a combination of subsidies and random fines, the mech

anism works as follows. If total ambient concentration exceeds the targeted standard 

at a common site, the regulator selects at least one producer at random and fines him. 

The regulator redistributes a portion of this fine minus the damages to society from 

non-compliance back to the other producers. The random penalty mechanism increases 

the expected costs of shirking, and if designed properly, induces the targeted control 

level without actually having to monitor the actions of any producer. Of course, the 

downside of the random penalty scheme is that a producer who invested in the optimal 

level of abatement could still be fined if the others did not. 
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Th rand m p naHy m h nism is attra tiv r I tiv t th systems of emissio r 

ambient charg f r tw r a n . First, the inf rm ati n r quir d to implement them h

anism isl s than that r quir d for charges or sub idi s. By on ly requiring monitoring al 

the receptor sit'e, th rand m fine mechanism ne ds data on the total level of ambi nt 

concentration; knowl dge of ach polluter's actual lev 1 of pollution control is unn s

sary. In contrast, the charge approaches require data on the actual control efforts of ach 

and every producer, information attainable at a significant cost. Second, the mechani m 

is budget balancing, and do s not require additional revenues beyond the welfare gains 

generated by abatement. This contrasts with the charges in which each producer incurs 

the full marginal damage associated with the targeted level of pollution, resulting in a 

multiple of damage costs collected or distributed when taxes or subsidies are used. 

Herriges et ·az. (1994) demonstrate the random penalty scheme works only if all the 

producers are risk averse. The reason is the balance budget requirement makes producers 

interdependent, that is, one producer's loss is another's gain. A producer's incentive 

depends both on his own expected penalty and on the expected penalty suffered by the 

other producers since he could potentially receive a share of their penalty to keep th 

budget balanced. By increasing the magnitude of the penalty, the regulator increases 

both the costs and benefits of shirking. Increasing the penalty given balanced-budgeting 

increases the variability of a producer's profits from shirking. If the producers are risk 

neutral, the increased variability does not influence their tendency to shirk since they 

receive the full marginal benefit of shirking and only pay a fraction of the marginal c'ost. 

The expected rewards from shirking still exceed the reward from compliances. But if the 

producers are risk averse, they are more afraid about losing profits than they are happy 

about receiving extra profits. This serves to magnify the perceived consequences of being 

caught shirking. And if producers are sufficiently risk averse, they magnify the fraction 

of marginal costs enough to offset the full marginal benefits of shirking. Consequently, 

the expected rewards from compliance exceed the expected rewards from shirking and 

the random penalty scheme has achieved its objective - private decisions match social 

objectives. 

Consider how the random penalty scheme works to reduce environmental shirking. 

Suppose we have our group of producers, i-: 1, 2, ... , n, who select a level of pollution 

control, X;. The regulator wants each producer to select the socially optimal level of 

control, Xi*, but given the inability to monitor the control of each producer she constructs_ 

the following random penalty scheme. Let cj5 represent the critical threshold of the 

ambient level of aggregate pollution. If the observed ambient pollution concentration 

does not exceed this cutoff, <.p ~ cp, each producer receives a subsidy, b;, equal to a share, 

</>;, of the social benefit,· B(a(x)), where x = (x1 , x2 , • •• , x,). But if the observed ambient 

level exceeds the cutoff, cp > cp, the producer faces two states of the world: either he is 

randomly selected and fined, F;, with probability, <r;, or another producer is selected and 

fined with likelihood (<r;, j =j:. i) and the remaining producers share the subsidy and the 

fine minus the damages to society from non-compliance. 
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Formally d fin d, th ra nd mp n alty s h m i 

if f (a (x)) = 0 ( r cp ::: cp) 

if f(a(x)) < 0 ( r cp > "ip) , with probability cr1 I 
b1 = (/>113(a(x)) 

S;(x) = - F1 

h; + cf>111.h1 + F1 + f(a(x))] if l (a(x)) < 0 ( r cp > cp) , with probability cr1, j "I= i 

where cp 11 = cp;/ Lk,t-J fl>k denotes the share of producer j's penalty allocated to producer i, 

and f(a(x)) = B(a(x)) - B represents the change in social benefits from the level targeted 

by the regulator, with f(a(x)) = 0 for cp :::: cp and f(a(x)) < 0 for cp > cp. 
Given this incentive scheme the risk-averse producer must select a level of abatement 

to maximize his expected utility received from profits, TT;= TT? - c1(x1) +S;(x), where TT? 

represents fixed profits from a given output. The producer's level of expected utility 

from complying with the socially optimal level of control, provided all other producers 
comply, is 

EU( TT1(x;* , x'.:.1)) = U( TT? - c1(x7* ) + b;), 

where x '.'._1 = (xi* , x2*, .. . , x;~1 , x1~1 , •.• , x;,*). If the producer decides to shirk, given 

he believes all the other producers comply, his expected utility from cheating on 

abatement is 

EU( TT1(x;, x'.:.1)) = CT;U( TT?- c1(x7) - F;) 

+ L CT1U( TT? - c;(x;) + b1 + ¢,1[b; +F; + f(a(x))]) 
j ,f- i 

The incentive system of subsidies and random penalties yields the socially optimal level 

of pollution control if the expected utility from shirking is less than the expected utility 

from complying with the optimal level of pollution control. 

Herriges et al. (1994) show how simultaneously increasing the fines for all producers 

increases the variability of the ~xpected profits from shirking. If all producers are risk

averse, the expected utility losses from the fined exceed the utility gains from cheating 

and not being caught, !1; < 0. A set of risk-neutral producers are unaffected by the 

increased variability since they capture the full marginal benefit from shirking but suffer 

only a fraction of the marginal cost. But with risk aversion, this fraction of marginal costs 

is magnified by the producers' fear of losing wealth, and the net rewards from shirking 

relative to compliance become negative. 

An alternative incentive scheme that tries to bridge the information requirements of 

the ambient charge and the potential political unattractiveness of the random penalty 

scheme is an environmental rank-order tournament (see Govindasamy et al., 1994). The 

environmental tournament uses available information on input use or pollution control 

effort to construct an ordinal ranking of the set of producers. An advantage of the 
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l urnam r t i that lh rdinal ranking f pr du rs by me proxy of actual pollu ti n 

ntrol pr vi I s inf rmation typically I ss sUy t btain than the cardinal rankir s 

r q,uir d by amb i nt ·harg s. Th tournament ppr a h al o ranks producers by acti ns 

rath r than by a random assignm nt of blam as r uir d by the random penalty sch 

With nitrat polluti n, for example, a regulator monitors surface water contaminati n 

for the entire area, ranks producers based on their input use or pollution control eff rt, 

and penalizes one or more of the lowest ranking producers if the ambient concentrati ns 

for the area exceed th e prescribed standard. Alternatively, the regulator might reward 

the highest ranking producers if the ambient concentration is better than the prescrib d 

standard. Rewards or penalties depend on the relative rank of the producers, not.on the 
absolute level of pollution emissions. In addition, the environmental tournament d 

not require information on common disturbances such as weather effects. A regul at r 

who cannot observe a common shock to all produc_ers (e.g., rain) does no worse than a 

regulator who can observe the shock. A regulator who can administer an emissions or 

ambient charge can reduce costs by using a tournament structure which requires l ss 

information. The disadvantage to the nonpoint tournament is if the information used to 

construct the ordinal ranking is biased due to a heterogeneous fate-and-transport system, 

the tournament may ·send incorrect signals to the polluters so the wrong producers are 

punished or rewarded. 

Suppose the regulator wants to set up an environmental rank-order tournament 

between two producers (i = 1, 2). A producer's actual level of pollution control, X;, cannot 

be perfectly observed by the regulator. Rather the regulator can observe a proxy variable, 

Z;, for pollution control constructed from one or more observable actions such as t ech

nology choice. We assume the relation between the actual control, X;, and the proxy 

measure, Z;, takes the form 

X; = f(z;) + S; ( 4 .12) 

where f(z;) represents the transformation of effort to pollution control, with f'(z;) = 
df/dz; > 0, and s ; is a random factor like vyeather or unknown characteristics of the 
producer. 

The regulator sets up a tournament with a fixed-reward scheme so the winner's reward 

equals R, while the loser's reward is r, R > r. The regulator ranks the two producers based 

on their observable proxy measures of pollution control, and determines the winner and 

loser. To maintain a balanced-budget, the regulator sets the total rewards equal to the 

economic value of the socially optimal level of pollution control, R + r = Vx*, where V 

is the per unit social benefit of control and x* = xi + x2 is the socially optimal level of 
control. 

Operating within the fixed-reward tournament system, the risk-neutral producer i 

selects a level of effort, Z;, to maximize his expected profits given the cost of effort, c;(z;) 

(4.13) 

+ (1- CT;(X1' Xz))[r- C;(Z;)] 

l 
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wher ?Tp r pr nts profits with ut a1 y ' P nditures on polluti n ontr I and with ul 

any pun ishm nts or rewa rds, and o-1(;<1, x) is th lik lihood of pr du r i winnin. th 

larger ward, R, 

o-;(x1 , x2 ) = I r bability (x; > x;). 

Assume the likelihood of producer i winning R increases as his actual abatement inc1:eases 

or as producer j's abatement decreas s, ao-;/ax1 > 0 and ao-;1ax; < O. 

Substituting Equation (4.12) into (4.13), producer i's problem of se lecting a level of 

proxy pollution control to maximize expected profits yields 

(R - r)(ao-;/ ax;)(f'(z;)) = ·C:(z;) i = l, 2 (4.14) 

The marginal benefits of increased control are represented by the left-hand side of 

Equation (4.14): (R - r) in the spread between the large and the small reward, (aaJ ax;) is 

the increased likelihood of winning the large reward, and f' (zJ is the marginal increase 

in actual control given effort increases. The marginal costs are represented by the right

hand side of Equation (4.14), c;(z;) = dc;/dz; > 0. 
If the regulator sets the spread of the rewards equal to the per unit social b en efit 

divided by the marginal likelihood of winning the large reward, 

(R- r) = V/(.acr;/ax;) (4.15) 

the producer's have an incentive to select the socially optimal level of pollution control, 

z;'*. To see this, substitute Equation (4 .15) into Equation (4.14), which yields 

V('(z7* ) = C:(z7*) i = 1, 2 

The producer ·equates his marginal private cost of pollution control to the marginal social 

benefit (Vf' (z7* )) of control. The tournament scheme rewards producers for increasing 

their control effort to the socially optimal level. The tournament subsidy idea could be 

subject to the same problems of entry into the industry, which might lead to greater 

aggregate pollution. This remains to be established. 

4.3.1 Deposit-refund systems 

Under deposit-refund systems purchasers of potentially polluting products pay a 

surcharge, which is refunded to them· when they return the product or its container 

to an approved center for recycling or proper disposal. This instrument rewards good 

environmental behavior. Deposit-refund systems have been in place worldwide for 

many years to control the disposal of beverage containers . India, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, 

Cyprus, Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Switzerland, and the US, among others, all 
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hav ct p il-r fund systems for par ti ul r kind f b v rage containers. Deposit-refun d 

syst ms an a ls h lp to pr v nt th r I as ft xi substances into th e environment 

fr m th di ·p sa l of batteries, the in in rati n f plastics or residuals from pesticid 

ontain rs. th r nations have either impl ment d or studied such systems for oth r 

articles su h a batteries with a high ont nt of mercury and cadmium. Well fun -

tioning deposit-r fund systems may also stimulate the emergence of markets in safe 

waste disposal. Such systems pay people to look for opportunities to return waste back 

into the economy. If some people throw cans out, other people have incentives to find 

and return them. 

From an economic point of view, deposit-refund systems can be cost-.effective. They 

provide economic benefits for good environmental behavior and impose costs for bad 

behavior. These systems are also efficient from an ad~inistrative point of view because 

once the c;teposit is paid, no further significant involvement by authorities is needed 

(see Bohm (1981) for the definitive study). The downside with deposit-refund systems 

is the extra administrative costs and the personal. costs imposed on citizens as reflected 

by time costs, tr.ave! costs, cleaning costs, and so on to get the products into the proper 

bins. ,Ackerman et al. (1995), for example, estimate administrative costs average about 

2.3 cents per container, which is more than $300 per ton for steel containers and $1300 

per ton for aluminum cans. Again these costs would have to be balanced against the 

benefits gained from participating in the program, that is the warm glow associated with 

"doing the right" thing. 

4.3.2 Performance bonds 

A performance bond is a mechanism argued to induce socially desirable incentives in a 

producer (see Bohm and Russell, 1985). With a performance bond, a producer posts a 

bond before operations begin, forfeiting the bond if his activities cause environmental 
·harm or if he pollutes in excess of acceptable levels. The bond increases the costs of 

shirking, thereby reducing the incentive for malfeasance. Performance bonds are less 

common than non-compliance fees, and are applied primarily in cases of clear-cut envir

onmental damage, for example with surface mining of coal in Wyoming. The adminis

trative efficiency of non-compliance fees is low because of the high proportion of cases 

that must be settled in court. 

Bonds can reduce the incentive to shirk. With perfect monitoring, the value of the 

bond equals or exceeds the value of damages. With imperfect monitoring, the value of 

the bond reflects both the damages and the probability of detection and damage. Any 

combination of the detection probability and magnitude of the bond yields the desired 

result. Since the regulator expends real resources in monitoring behavior but does not 

in collecting the bond, his efficient strategy is to set the detection probability as low as 

possible while setting the bond as high as possible. This is the classic economic solution 

to shirking. A regulator who requires a producer to post a bond imposes an actual cost for 

environmental shirking. The producer must take this cost into account when deciding 

whether or not to shirk, recognizing any identified violation may result in the loss of the 
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b nd. The producer int mali z s his impa t n cial welfar a r ater incentiv 

t w rk toward a socially p it11 al I v l f p llution control r saf ty p r ·wtions, giv n 

th positive cost for shirking. 

P rrings (1989) identifi s sev ral b n fits f environmental b nd . Value regi tra

tion requires an explicit regi~tration of the potential damages to th nvironment. By 

. requiring producers to post bonds, the costs of the environmental damage are register d, 

and open to public debate and scrutiny. Value registration acts as a benchmark to guide 

the environmental costs of future innovative activities. Forcing the producer to post a 

bond shifts the burden of proof to the producer from society. Rather than taking the 

producer to court to prove the producer was liable for damages, the producer must prove 

no environmental effects occurred to avoid forfeiting the bond. 

The value of the bon~ is determined by the potential environmental impact of the 

producer's actions. If a producer shows the cost of environmental damages is less than 

the cost of their posted bond, the value of the bond can be reduced. The firm has 

incentive to invest resources in R&D to discover the true value of environmental damage 

or increase the use of inputs mo're benign to the environment. Perrings (1989) suggests 

once the bond is posted, the interest income could be used for further research into the 

damaging effects of production. 

Bonds are commonly used in the mining industry for reclamation of lands; they are 

less popular for general environmental policy. Environmental bonds have three m ajor 

limitations: moral hazard, liquidity constraints, and legal restrictions on contracting 

(see Shogren et al., 1993). First, moral hazard exists when the actions of the regulator 

are unobservable by the producer. If the regulator is interested in maximizing his own 

private :welfare rather than social welfa1'e, the goverriment could label the producer as a 

shfrker, thereby confiscating the value of the bond. When the regulator is the sole seller 

of bonds, the producer has no choice but to either post the bond or not go into business 

in the country. The regulator might have the incentive to capture the producer's bond by 

arguing the producer has shirked, regardless of whether he has or not. The producer has 

the option of challenging the regulator, reposting the bond, or starting a new business. 

Given legal action is costly, the producer may search for new opportunities. A producer 

who wants to do business in a foreign country faces the risk a government takes the bond 

unjustifiably. Appeals to third parties may be ineffective, unless an effective international 

court exists. Unless an impartial third party exis.ts, the producer has no incentive to post 

a bond to a regulator whose trust-worthiness is uncertain. 

The second factor that limits the use of bonds is liquidity constraints. Liquidity 

constraints exist when a producer is forced to post a bond ex ante, but he cannot acquire 

· the capital necessary for the bond_. When a large bond is required, the producer may have 

insufficient liquid assets to deposit up front. If the producer cannot post the bond, the 

project might be dropped even though from the social welfare viewpoint the proposal 

may be beneficial. A possible solution is for insurance markets to spread the risk of the 

firm defaulting on borrowed assets used to post the bond .. The size of bonds needed for 

environmental issues, however, suggests insurance markets bear a significantly higher 
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ri k of a major multi-million dollar claim. 1 h cost of a policy l;>acking an nvironment 

bond i significant, increasing the possibility of default on the loan. 

Third, imperfect contract enforcement can effect bond performanc du to a variety f 

r asons including performance excuse , formation defenses, illegaliti s, and the inability 

of the enforcer to do the job. Suppose a producer has its performance bond confisca t d 

because of some perceived non-compliance in pollution control.The producer may arg u 

that the breach was caused by an act of God which was not explicitly identified in th 

contract. Alternatively, the producer may argue that there was some form of imperfection 

in the procedures to define the contract such as unilateral or mutual mistake, misrepr s

entation, or threats, bargaining incompetence, and asymmetric information. 

When should a producer post an environmental bond? Bonds will work for envir

onmental problems if they can satisfy several key conditions: well-understood costs of 

environmental damages, observable producer .actions (i.e., no moral hazard), few agents 

to administer, fixed time horizon for remittance issu·es, well-defined states of the world 

and their likelihood .of occurrence, ~o irreversible effects, and a relatively small bond 

value (Shogren et al., 1993). Many forms of pol.lution. such as nonpoint poHution do 

not satisfy these conditions. Rather here the long-term health costs are still debated, 
the actions of the producers are unobservable, there are numerous agents to monitor, 

the time horizon associated with environmental contamination and other impacts on 

ecosystem functions is ambiguous, the states of nature are still being identified, and 

liquidity constraints may pinch the ability to post the value of the bond. 

4.4 Quantity rationing - tradable permits . . . . . . :· ............................................................................ . 
Crocker (196_6) and Dales (1968) introduced the idea of quantity rationing through 

tractable permits. Tractable permits specify a pre-determined total level of emissions or 

emission concentrations within a specified region. Permits equal to the permissible total 

emissions are distributed among producers in the region. The permits can be traded 
. . 

among plants of a single producer as well as among producers. Producers ·that keep their 

emissions levels below their allotted permit level can sell or lease their surplus permits 

to other producers or use them to offset emissions in other parts of their own facilities. To 

ensure ·1:hat such permits serve their purpose as incentives to change pollution control to 

socially desired levels, total emission levels within a · given region are limited such that 

the permits are valuable to producers. This scarcity value creates an incentive to trade to 

permits. The US makes limited use of tractable permits for pollution control. 

The main feature of quantity rationing through tractable permits is the shift of 

decision-making from regulators to producers about the design and location of pollu

tion control strategies. In the US, evidence suggests permit systems reduce emissions 

similar to standard regulatory systems at lower costs; sometimes at half the costs (see 

Chapter S; also Hahn, 1987; Klarer, 1994; Stavins, 1998). Whether tractable permits 

have stimulated any more innovation in pollution control technology relative to the 

command-and-control tethnological restrictions is unclear at this time. Tractable permits 
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hav s m tim s pr v n t b admini trativ ly um r m . Th ir application has b n 

hind r d by d bate ab ut bas lin mi sion l v ls, th n f r government appr val 

at all stag s of poli y f rmulati n, and th pro · in whi h producers must enga a 

they xchange proposal f r ar rying out a permit tract . In addition, the permit tradin 

proces has technical, finan ial, and l gal dimensions which have to be addressed b f r 

each trade in permits oc ur . 

Regulators must have suffici nt knowledge to design the market. This includ 

knowing (a) how to establish th time frame of the permits, such as weekly or monthly; 

(b) the kinds of information required to allocate permits quickly and fairly; (c) how 

monitoring data is obtained and tested; and (d) the· inspection schedul~. The producers 

also need information to make better decisions about buying or selling permits. Tractable 

permits need a legal structure to define the property rights to trade permits, and to assur 

that these rights are well defined and enforceable: The nature of the permits and the 

terms of exchange have to be carefully specified; these issues are taken up in more detail 
in Chapter 5. 

Hahn and Noll (1990) identify several criteria to help make a tractable permit system 

function more efficiently. First, permits are limited and well-defined to give them a value 
that can be accurately estimated. Second, permits are be freely tractable with limited 

restrictions on the scope of trading, thereby guaranteeing those producers who value 

the permits the most either buy or hold them. Third, permits are storable or bankable 

to maintain their usefulness in times of thin buying and selling. Fourth, the trading 

of permits is not bottled up due to transaction costs, thereby opening up entry into 

the market and promoting efficiency. Fifth, penalties for violating a permit are greater 

than the permit price to give incentive for producers to play within the rules of the 

market. Sixth, permits can only be expropriated in extreme circumstance to maintain 

the stability of the market. Finally, producers keep any profits they earn from the trade 

of permits. 

If the regulator knows the marginal costs and benefits of pollution control with 

certainty, the level of tractable permits can be set such that they lead to a socially optimal 

reduction in emissions. The number of permits ~s set .at the control level so marginal 

benefits equal marginal cost, as in Figure 4.1. Given the permits can be freely traded, 

supply and demand sets the permit market pric;:e equal to when marginal costs equal 

marginal benefits of control, m = MB = MC. With complete certainty the permit market 

price equals the optimal emission charge, m = t =MB= MC. 

But suppose control costs are uncertain. Figures 4. lOa,b, and c show the effectiveness 

of a tractable permit system given the three cases of marginal benefits considered earlier 

in the emission charge section - flat, extremely steep, and intermediate slope. In the 

case in which the slope of the marginal benefits curve is flat (Figure 4.10a), the emission 

charge works well, but the permit system works poorly. The regulator sets the number 

of tractable permits, xm, at the level in which marginal benefits, MB, equal the expected 

marginal costs, EMC. If realized marginal costs are lower than expected, the permit 

scheme provides too little pollution control, xm < xi_. The permit sc.heme cannot adjust 

to the lower realized costs if the number of permits is fixed, thereby leading to an 
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Figure 4.10 Quantity rationing under uncertainty 
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ineffidently low level of control. Alternatively, if realized costs exceed expectations, too 

much pollution control is used, xm > Xtt· Again the quantity of permits does n-ot adjust 

to the realized control costs. In the case of a flat marginal benefits curve, an emission 

charge system appears preferable to the tractable permit system. 

At the other extreme, if the slope of marginal benefit curve is very steep, the tractable 

permit system performs well. Figure 4.10b shows regardless of whether realized marginal 

control costs exceed or are less than expected costs, the socially optimal level of pollution 
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ntr l is n rly a hi v , x,,, S:!: x~ == xj1• In thi siluati n, lh p rmit system is prefe r I 

t th mis i n har h m . 
Figur 4.10 pr s nts th int rm diat 

a lthough th siz f th los is reduc d r 

in whi h p rmi.t lead to inefficien i s, 

lative t th flat marginal benefit curve. In 

g neral, if osts ar high r than xp cted, th p rmits l ad to too much pollution contr 1; 

if costs are lower than xp ted, we s e too littl pollution ontrol. It is unclear wheth r 

a permit schem i.s preferr d to the emission charge. The preferred scheme ultimately 

depends on the slopes of the marginal cost and benefits curves and the divergence 

between expected and actual costs and benefits. One can construct alternative scenarios 

in which either the charge or the permit scheme is preferred depending on the relative 

slopes of the marginal benefits and cost curves. 

Roberts and Spence (1976), however, note a mixed permit-charge system can be more 

effective than either a charge or permit alone. The idea with the mixed system is it 

combines the relative strengths of the charge and permit schemes. The strength of the 

permit system is it protects against the possibility of extremely high levels of en~iron

mental damage by providing incentives for too much pollution control when control 

costs are higher than expected; the strength of the charge is it provides incentive. to 

control more pollution than the permits require when control costs are lower than 

expected. Combined, the two schemes give the producer more flexibi:lity to respond to 

changes in market conditions. 

Figure 4.11 illustrates the mi_xed permit-charge scheme. The regulator uses the mixed 

scheme to approximate the marginal benefit function by setting a charge, t , sµbsidy, 

s, and a level of permits, x,w Suppose the realized marginal control costs, MCH, are 

$ 

0 

Figure 4.11 Mixed incentive system 
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hi h er than xp t d. Th mix h m results in a 1 v l f p llution control hig r 

than op timal, x;1/ xt11 ut n l as higt as if the p rmil sys t m were operating alon , 

x,,, > x;~x > xj1• If th r liz d marginal ontrol co ts, M L, ar lower than expect d, 

th mix d sy t m r sui ts in t little control, xtx < Xi:. , but m re than if the pern it 
system opera t d alon , x,11 < x;~,x < xi., . Th e charges work to dampen the inefficienc i 

associated with larg d viation b tween actual and exp cted marginal costs. If t h 
costs fall within the range t > m > s, the private optimum equals the social optimum. 

Ideally, the mixed system h as numerous levels in this step-function so it more closely 

approximates the marginal benefit curve. If you break down the steps, the schem 

approaches a theoretically feasible but challenging variable charge scheme that allows the 

regulator to achieve the social optimum with a decentralized system. (See Box 4.4, whi ch 

discusses the use of economic incentives in developing and transitional economies; also 
see Russell and Vaughan, 2004.) 

Economic incentives in developing and transition economies 

Over the last two decades, several developing and transitional economies have turned to 

economic incentive systems to help in environmental regulation. China, for example, has 

used pollution levy or tax system for over two decades. Industrial firms that exceed pollution 

stanaards pay emission taxes, which accrued to an estimated $4 billion from 1979 to 1995. 

Emission levels are self-reported, although monitored through government spot checks (see 

Bluffstone, 2003). The open question is to whether these levies are designed to change firm 

behavior or t<? raise revenues for other social goals. Another example is the Philippines, in 

which an environmental user fee was implemented in 1997. 

Some industries pay a fee based on their assessed pollution load from discharging 

wastewater, that is a fee for every unit of pollutior:i. In the early 1990s, the Singapore govern

ment introduced an auction mechanism to trade the permits for the consumption of ozone

depleting substances (see O' Connor, 1993; World Bank, 1997). Poland introduced pollution 

fees for over sixty air pollutants, by their potential risks. During the 1990s, the fees have 

increased dramatically (i.e., some by a factor of 20) from the low levels initially set the 1980s 

(Blackman and Harrington, 1999). Similar to China, emission levels are self-reported with local 

government responsibility for monitoring. 

Interestingly, many economic incentives in developing countries have not been to add 

new Pigovian taxes or tradable permits, but rather have altered basic incentives by working 

I 
I 
~ 

I 
to eliminate perverse subsidies. China began removing energy subsidies for coal during the 

1980s, in which subsidy rates for coal decreased to 11 percent in 1995 from 61 percent 
~ 

in 1984; Indonesia phased out subsidies for pesticide use from about $180 million per year I 
(1995 dollars), which was about 0.2% of the national GDP. Again since the 1980s, Brazil ~ 

I has worked to removed subsidies for land conversation to agriculture from forests (World I. 
N Bank, 1 997). J 
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4.5 Incentive compatibility 
.......................................... . .................................. 

Prustrati n with th inability f 1 i vian tax and a an bar ra ining to add r th 

q uesti n f asymm tri inform tion ( .g., m ral haza rd, advers s le tion) has I d t 

the d vel pm n t f m hanisms that ar incentive compatible. The i.dea b hind th 

mechanisms is a pr in ipal (a regulato r) ff r up a paym nt contract to an ag nt (a firm) 

to induc th agent to r veal his or her privat information. 

For instanc , suppos two regulated firms hav eith r high or low pollution abatement 

costs. If informat ion was perfect, a regulator could set abatement levels corresponding 

to actual margina l a.~a tement costs, and would se t external damages to socially accepted 

limits. Under asymmetric information, however, each firm knows its own abatement 

cost structure and the regulator does not. Now the regulator must rely on each firm to 

report its cost as high or low. Herein is the rub. A.high cost firm reports its abatement 

cost as high, but a low cost firm might not report its cost as low. By reporting its cost is 

high, the low cost firm is allowed to abate less, giving it excess profits. The regulator's 

challenge is to devise a mechanism that provides incentives for the low cost firm to 

admit to being low cost, and thus to abate more. Simultaneously, the mechanism should 

give incentives for a high cost firm to abate less. A mechanism to. implement efficient 

or "close to efficient" outcomes is to announce a menu of prices and rewards/penalties 

combinations to the firm (see Lewis, 1996; Maskin and Baliga, 2003). The firm examines 

the menu and chooses the price/reward pair in its best interest. Given we have two firm 

types, the menu is straightforward. Two contracts are offered: one targeted at the low 

cost firm, the other at the high cost firm. 

We illustrate this point by considering Laffont's (1995) model on optimal regulation 

of a project that could cause a catastrophe. Suppose a regulato,i hires a firrn to run a 

project, which has some llkelihood of environmental damage/ (e.g., Yucca Mountain 

stor~ge of nuclear waste in the US). Let the social value of the project be written as 

S. The project costs are c = f3 - e1 , where f3 is a technical efficiency characteristic of 

the monopoly running the project and e1 is an effort variable to reduce costs. These 

costs are observed ex post by the regulator. Let O < (1 - 7r) < 1 be the probability an 

environmental catastrophe occurs which causes damages, E. The expected value of 

the project is S - (1 - 7r)E. Assume the monopoly can engage in self-protection, e2 , 

to reduce the probability of a catastrophe, (1 - 7r(e2 )), where 7r' (e2 ) > 0. For simpli

city, assume either no or full self-protection (0 or 1), such that 7r(l) > 7r(O). Let t 

be the monetary (net) transfer from the regulator to the firm on completion of the 

project. 

The firm's ex post utility on successful completion of the proj~ct is U = t -17(e1 + e2 ), 

where 17(e1 +e2 ) is the cost function of effort, such that 17'(e1 +ez) > 0 and 1711 (e1 +e2 ) > 0. 

Consumers' expected value of the project is V = S - (1- 7r(e2 ))E - (1 + A)(c + t), where A 

is the shadow (social) value of the public funds used by the regulator to compensate the 

firm. This shadow value represents the social opportunity cost of spending money on 

environmental protection relative to other public goods like education and health care. 

11 7 
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Th r ulat r' ti n th n is t maximiz s ial welfare, W = U + V, whi h 

a ft r m substilut·i n w writ· as 

As a comparativ b nchma rk, we first look a t th r gulator's problem under complet 

information about /3 , e1 and e2 • To define the social optimum target, suppose the regulat r 

selects e1 , e2 and V to maximize social welfare, W, subject to the constraint that the 

firm's ex post utility is non-negative, U ~ 0. The interior solution for optimal regulation 

implies (i) full self-protection should be employed given damages (E) are sufficiently 

large, so that e2 = l; (ii) costs should be reduced so marginal benefits equal marginal costs, 

77' (e1 + 1) = 1 and (iii) zero rents for the firm given the shadow costs of public funds, U = 0. 

Now consider the problem of optimal regulation under incomplete information. 

Suppose the regulator cannot observe {3, e1 , and e2 ex ante, but can observe the costs and 

if a catastrophe occurs ex post. Let there be two types of firms, low or high cost, {3 E (~, {3), 

where w is the probability the firm is low cost (/3 = {3) and (1 - w) is the probability the . -
firm is high cost (/3 = {3). 

The revelation principle says the regulator can offer a direct mechanism {c(,8), tc(f3), 
t"c (.8)} to the firm. If the firm accepts this mechanism, the firm announces its charac

teristics, ,8. The firm is required to produce at cost level c(,B) and it receives transfer tc (.8) 

if a ·catastrophe occurs, and t 11c (.8) otherwise. For an announced characteristic (.8), the 
firm's expected utility is 

Again assume the E is larg~ enough such that e2 = 1. 

The regulator considers six incenti:'e com,patibility (IC) constraints that say each firm 

type should not deviate in the truthful announcement of {3, and self-protection. For the 

low type, we have three IC constraints: 

I 
U(~, ~. 1) ~ U(~, {3, 1) (Ll) 

U(~, ~. 1) ~ U(~, ~. 0) (L2) 

U(~, ~. 1) ::: U(~, {3, 0) (L3) 

Similarly, for the high type 

I 
U(~, ~, 1) ~ U(~, g, 1) (Hl) 

U(/3, /3, 1)::: U(/3, {3, 0) (H2) 

U(/3, {3, 1) ~ U(/3, {3, 0) (H3) 

The regulator also considers two participation or individual rationality (IR) constraints 

U(/3) = U(~, ~' 1) ~ 0 (L4) 

U(/3) = U(/3, {3, 1) ~ 0 (H4) 
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Th r gula tor's obje tiv fun ti . n is n w Los I I {~ , ' ,, U(§_), U(P )) t maxim i7. 

W = w[S - (1 - 7r(l))E - (1 + >i)(§_ - ~ + 17(~ + l )) - >iU(§_)] 

+ (1 - w)[ - (1 - 7r( l ))£ - (1 + A)(P - e, + 17(e , + 1)).- >iU(P)] 

subject to (Ll)- (L4) and (Hl)- (H4) . 

Setting aside (L2), (L3), (H2) and (H3) (which can be shown to be satisfied at no 

additional welfare costs), we focus on th IC constraint for the low type (Ll) and th e 

individual rationality constraint for the high type (H4) as the only binding constraints. 

After some algebraic manipulation, one can show (Ll) is equivalent to U(§_, §_, 1) :::: U(P) + 
<I>(e1 t 1), where <1>(7\ + 1) = YJ(e1 + 1) - YJ(e1 - (P - §_)) . Since rents to firms (U(P)) are 
costly (A) to the regulator, the constraints (Ll) and (H4) are binding at the optimum, 

which impHes (H4') is U(P) = 0 and (Ll ' ) is U(§_) = <I>(e1 + 1). Now substitute these two 
constraints into the regulator's objective function and solve for the optimal level of 

self-protection for the two types. This yields the first order conditions: 

YJ
1

(e1 + 1) = 1 

and 

Recalling the full information comparative benchmark, these conditions imply the. 

following. The low cost firm invests the optimal level of effort, e1 = e*, and captures some 

information rents, U(§_) = <I>(e1 + 1). The high cost firm under-invests in effort, e1 < e* , 

and captures no information rents; U(/3) = 0. The ability of the efficient type (low cost) 

to mimic the inefficient type (high cost) forces the regulator to give up a rent to the low 

cost producer - provided the regulator wants to keep the high cost type active. This rent 

is a function~ of the inefficient type's effort, e1 . If the regulator was to insist on a first-best 

level of effort for the high cost type, it would result in a greater information rent for the 

low cost type. To reduce the costly rents, the regulator lowers the effort requested by the 

inefficient type. (Box 4.5 discusses the use of incentive d~sign for endangered species 

management.) 
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I 
Incentive design for endangered species protection 

I Smith and Shogr:en (2002) examine the properties of two types of voluntary incentive I I I I mechanisms to protect endangered species on private land given private information. ~ 

I One mechanism, loosely referred to as an ex ante mechanism, offers each landholder a I 
! set of contracts that are independent of other landholders' types. The other mechanism, 

I ... ~. 
L~.~~,..=-=-'"'-~""~ ... =.,,,- ~~·""'--.. ~-... =-.,..~=- .,,~~ 
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II d an x po t m chanism, offe rs contract th t r typ -contingent: a landholde r' tua l 

paym nt and r tirem nt levels de pend on both hi own type and the other landholders' types. 

They presume th e government has selected a probabilistic safe minimum standard for species 

survival, a so-ca lled Minimum Acceptable Probability of Survival (MAPS) constraint that serves as 

a safe ty net on the minimum number of acres to set aside to guarantee survival of the species. 

Their model suggests several results worth considering . First, if the MAPS constraint binds 

because social gains for less-known and less-favored species fall below the MAPS constraint 

(e.g., historical pests like the black tailed prairie dog), then the habitats created by both ex ante 

and ex post mechanisms will be of the same size. In addition, the same ex ante mechanism 

"bunches" landholders - a regulator asks each landholder to retire the same number of acres 

and pays each landowner the same amount for each acre retired . In this case each landowner 

receives an amount equal to the lost rent of the landhold.er with the most expensive land. 

Landowners with less-known but protected species capture top dollar irrespective of their type. 

If the MAPS constraint does not bind, the choice of mechanism leads to different habitat 

sizes, Non-binding MAPS constraints are more likely when the regulator confronts more well

known and charismatic species like the bald eagle and the grizzly bear. People will support 

programs for species they understand . They also note that the social welfare associated with an 

ex post allocation is greater than the social welfare associated with the corresponding ex ante 

allocation. This is because the ex post mechanism makes use of more information than the 

e~ ante mechanism, linking contracts to type-combinations. This suggests that policymakers 

should seek ways to address the feasibility of the more efficient ex post compensation plans for 

those species that surpass the minimum level of survival as specified by the MAPS constraint. 

These results suggest it is reasonable to expect the ex-post habitat to be smaller than the size of 

the correspondi_ng ex an_te habitat. This is especially true if the deadweight losses associated with 

raising tax revenues are relatively small. Environmentalists might prefer that the government 

implement the simpler ex ante mechanism . 

Now consider Varian's (1994) IC model in which two parties are well informed abou.t 

each others' tastes and technologies, but a regulator is not. Varian developed a two

stage compensation mechanism in which a regulator can be used to induce one party to 

account for external damages it imposes on another party. The mechanism works off the 

condition that both parties are well informed about each others' tastes and technologies, 

but the regulator is not. For example, two disputing neighbors who share a fence line 

might know a lot about each other, while the intervening regulator only knows that an 

externality exists. 

Suppose person 1 selects output x to maximize his profits, 1r1 = rx - c(x), where r is 

the fixed price of output and c(x) is the costs of producing x. Assume c' > 0 and c" > 0. 

Person l's choice of output, however, imposes externai'damages, e(x), on person 2, so her 

profits are 1r2 = -e(x), where e' > 0 and e" > 0. A regulator enters the picture and offers 
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up th compen satio n mechan~sm. Tb s h m e h as two stage : an announcement ·ta ,. 

and a choice stage. In the ann un m n t stage, person 1 ann un s the compens ti 

(Pi) tha t he will pay to person 2 f r marginal damages; likewis , p rs n 2 announc s th 

compensation (p2 ) person 1 should pay h er for m arginal dama . ln the choice tag , 

person 1 then selects his level of o u tput given the compensation m ch anism. 

Now person l's and 2's profits b ome 

1r1 = rx - c(x) - p2x - a 1 [Pi - p2 ]2 

and 

where a 1 [p1 -:-- p 2 ]2 is a quadratic penalty scheme fo! any differences in stated compensa

tion levels and a 1 > 0 is a parameter. Person 1 pays both the compensation to person 2 

(as reported by 2) and a penalty if he reports a different marginal damage than person 2. 

Person 2 receives compensation based on what marginal damage person 1 reports. 

Working backwards, we see the ,unique subgame perfect equilibrium of this· two stage 

game is for each person to offer the identical compensation and for person 1 to select 

the efficient level of output, i.e. x* such that r - c' - e' = 0. Recall that a subgame p erfect 

equilibrium exists when a Nash equilibrium exists for each subgame, including the entire 

game '(see, e.g. Osborne, 2003). We show this by solving the choice stage first. Person 1 

chooses output to maximize his profits conditional on the compensation scheme, which. 

yields the first-order condition 

r-c' (x) - p2 =0 

which determines the optimal output level, denoted as x(p2). Assume the higher 

compensation demanded by person 2, the less person 1 will produce, x' (p2 ) < 0. 

Consider the arinouncement stage next. The logic works as follows. If person 1 believes 

person 2 will announce p2 , he should announce Pi = p2 to minimize the potential penalty, 

i.e. a 1 [p1 - p2 ]2 = 0. Now consider person 2's choice of compensation, p 2 . Her choice 

indirectly affects person 1 through his output decision in the choice stage. Her profits 

are now 'TT'z = fhX(p2 ) - e(x(p2 )), so _selecting p 2 to maximize profits yields the first-order 

condition 

[p1 -e'(x)] x'(p2 ) = 0 

Since x' (p2 ) < 0, it must be p 1 - e' (x) = 0. Therefore, combining the three optimization 

problems {r-c' (x) = p2 , p 1 = p2 , and Pi= e' (x)}, we have recaptured the desired efficiency 

condition, r- c'(x) - e' (x) = 0. The intuition is straightforward. Person 2 effectively sets 

person l's output by setting the price tha~ person 1 faces. Person 1 selects p 1 = p2 to 

minimize the penalty. Together they generate the efficient level of output, Varian shows 

this result holds for a class of 'problems including reciprocal externalities, public good 

provision, and common property prisoner's dilemmas. 

1 1 
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4.6 . Evaluative criteria 
. ............................................................................ . 

Ju dgments about the usefulness and practicality of the economic incentives we hav 
d i ·cussed can be based on the extent to which they meet four criteria: effectivene s, 

fficiency, equity, and flexibility. Regardless of theoretical appeal, an incentive schern 

fa lls short if it is ineffective in reducing pollution damage, unacceptably inefficient in 

accomplishing these goals, violates social norms of equity, or lacks the fl exibility t 

change with shifting economic, technological, and environmental conditions. 

4.6.1 Effectiveness 

The .effectiveness of an incentive system depends on the success in achieving the regu

lator's objective in pollution control. If the objective is to secure a. given level of emis

sions, quantity rationing through tractable permits appears to be the preferred incentive 
scheme. Permits establish a fixed quantity of emissions within a specific region, and 

offer more predictability and control over the decline in emissions. If the risks associated 

with small increases in emissions are assessed to be high, the prudent strategy is to use a 

tractable permit system to narrow the potential. difference between actual emissions and 

the prescribed emission standard. 

But if the regulator's objective is to maintain more certainty over the costs of pollu

tion control, quantity rationing is not as effective as price rationing through a charge 

scheme. Charges set a specific cost for emissions; the level of pollution control is uncer

tain, however, which is the opposite of the tractable permit system. If the regulator 

believes significant uncertainty exists about the control costs and the risks change 

slowly as emissions increase, the strategy is to design a charge system that offers more · 

predictability in costs and accept the variability in the level of pollution control. This 

is especially true if the charge is not set sufficiently high to motivate producers to 
increase their pollution control. Producers may simply pay the charge and not reduce 

emissions. 

Effectiveness debates are usually based on theory, not experience, since no incentive 

system has been used enough to make detailed statements of support for or against. 

It is unclea~ the effectiveness advantage of emission charges are realized in connec

tion with practical applications of this instrument. The use of incentives within 

market economies have found little evidence any system stimulates innovative 

behavior in pollution control technology. Given most charges are not sufficiently 

high to motivate producers to change their behavior, regulators need to consider 

increasing emission charges and reducing allowable emission levels to increase pollution 

control. 

4.6.2 Efficiency 

Efficiency is desirable because it implies the regulator's objectives are achieved at the 

lowest possible cost. In principle, quantity rationing with tractable permits and price 

1 
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rationing wi th har r ar ually ffi i nt. [n pr ti , however, th ffi -

i n y f th tw syst n s an diff r si nifi an tly, d p nd.in, n the characteri ti 

and ur f th p lluti n. ·1 h riti al issu is th t f m nitoring and en 

m nt. An emi i n har r quir s ontinu u data n th quantities of emis i ns 

from sources to be controll d. R gulators must al o hav th - administrative capa ity 

to use the data to set appr priat charges and to oil ct th m. Regulators using tract

able permit systems, in contrast, need to establish the rules and organization rul of 

the permit market, must monitor the trades among produc rs, and must determine 

if the producers selling permits reduce their emissions appropriately. With a large 

number of producers, contiµuous monitoring and enforcement requirements can be 
expensive. If too few producers exist, the permit market is "thin," and inefficiencies can 
arise. 

Again, the lack of long-term experience with these incentive systems makes judgments 

about their relative efficiency .speculative. The US experience provides some evidence 

that there are more cost savings with tractable permits than with emission charges. In 

developing and transition economies, however, the re·stricted technical and adminis

trative capacity in regulatory agencies, the shortage of financial resources, and limited 

institutional and administrative resources to monitor and enforce emission controls 

strengthen the case for price rationing with product charges, over quantity rationing 

through tractable permits. Price rationing probably does not require the establishment 

of new administrative systems since most countries already have institutions for taxing 

relevant commodities. Most countries need to create new institutional apparatus to 

implement and manage a quantity rationing system of tractable permits. (See Parkhurst 

and Shogren (2003) for a discussion on eight different incentive schemes and their 

potential efficiency to protect endangered species.) 

4.6.3 Equity 

Economic incentives can influence the distribution of costs aB.d benefits among members 

of society. These distribution effects raise the issue of equity and fairness, both within 

and across generations. Regulators can identify the winners who capture the benefits 

. of the cleaner environment and losers who bear the fi~ancial burden of a system. For 

example, a regulator can implicitly assign the rights to pollute by using either a charge or 

a subsidy. The popular polluter-pays-principle used in western Europe forces the producer 

to pay the control costs, the emissions charge, or the compensation to any victims who 

are harmed by his emissions. The producer does not have the right to pqllute, and must 

pay for his emissions or damage. Alternatively, the regulator can assign the producer 

the right to pollute, and society provides a subsidy to increase pollution · control. The 

regulator keeps the producer in operation, protecting jobs and promoting economic 

growth. Equity and efficiency can be in conflict - protecting jobs of inefficient producers 

does not necessarily increase the size of the economic pie. 1 

The producer's burden .within an incentive system is lower profits and less industry

wide competitiveness, both domestically and internationally. If a charge raises costs 

123 
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a produc r i · n r mp titive in national or world mark ts, profits fall and 

m produc rs xit th industry r move to other countri s. In th case of emissi n 

harges, som firms p llut I · ·· han others because of diff r nt local conditions r 

b ause of differen s in th r lativ availability of low versus high-polluti~g inputs_ If 

all are charged according to th ir missions, producers in low- harge areas have an c t 

advantage over ·firms in high-cost areas. Location also affects the environmental damage 

caused by a given level of emission, so uniform emission charges, in some cases, may b 

perceived as inequitable. 

Equity also involves the relative burden placed on consumers, businesses, and workers. 

Understanding equity requires knowing how the costs of an incentive scheme can be 

shifted forward to consumers from producers through higher prices, or backward to 
workers through lower wages or lower .. prices paid for raw materials. The ease with 

which a producer can shift the cost burden depends on competitive conditions in input, 

labor, and product markets. A large number of consumers with limited substitution 

opportunittes and only a few producers suggest the costs are passed forward to consumers 

who face higher prices. But, a few consumers with readily available substitutes buying 

from a large number of producers creates a case in which each producer has to accept 

lower profits or try to pass the costs to workers or suppliers. The burden of the incentive 

system follows the path of least economic resistance. 

4.6.4 Flexibility to ac~ieve objectives 

A useful ·economic incentive system adapts to changes in markets, technology, know

ledge, social, political, and environmental conditions. Given the difficulty in achieving 

a social objective, the system is sufficiently flexible to accommodate several iterations 

of use. For example, the flexibility in an emission charge depends· on the ability of the 
regulator to respond to changes in emissions or abatement costs. If altering a charge 

requires several levels of authority, the change might be too late to be effective. Flex

ibility also requires a charge system be indexed to inflation. If a country has a high 

inflation rate (e.g., 50-1000% every year),. a fixed emissiO:n charge loses its effectiveness 

to reduce pollution or generate .revenue. An inflation-indexed charge system is more 

flexible than one .in which the administering agency is required to obtain authority to 

adjust the charge each year (see Zylicz, 1994 for a discussion of indexation in the charge 

system in Poland). 

A tractable permit system allows the price of the permits to be set by transactions 

among producers participating in the market. These prices adjust to changing economic, 

technological, and inflationary conditions insofar as these changing conditions affect 

the decisions of participating producers and their emission rates. For example, if a new 

technology to reduce emissions is developed, the permit market reflects this change 

through shifts in the supply and demand for permits. This, in turn, affects permit prices. 

Tractable permit systems are more flexible in price and less flexible in the total level of 

emissions relative to emission charges. 
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4.7 Practical conditions for use of economic incentives 
•••••• ••• •••••••••••••••••••••• '!' •• '!' • '!' '!' • '!' • '!' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 

erta in cond itions a( r quit n mi in nt iv can be used effectively t 

promot nvir nm ntal pr t tion. On t f n sary ond itions include an adequat 

information bas and administrative capa ity, a str ng legal structure, competitiv 

markets, administrativ apacity, and politi al f a ibility. Since conditions in mark t, 

transition, and developing countries differ sign ifi antly, no attempt is made to determine 

which alternat ives ar most useful (see King et al., 1993). We highlight questions regu

lators might want to consider before attempting to develop and apply any of the 

incentive systems w have discussed. 

4.7.1 Information base and administrative capacity 

Effective use of economic incentives requires information on the costs and benefits of 

alternative incentive systems and recognition of the winners and losers. Moreover, useful 

information includes the technological and institutional opportunities and constraints 

in pollution control, and the substitution possibilities allow both the regulators and 

the producers to assess potential trade-offs between pollution control and production 

processes. This information needs to be collected, stored, and disseminated to provide 

an adequate knowledge base to implement an economic incentive scheme. Economic 

incentives are likely to be ineffective when the expected policy objectives are unclear or 

when the legal structure is not e·stablished through environmental legislation. Legislation 

must specify the chain of authority, the range and assignment of jurisdiction, and the 
legal standing of the affected parties. Regulators also need to specify which indicators 

of improvement in environmental quality and human welfare is used to judge success, 

which provides a yardstick to measure progress. 

Regulators who want to achieve the socially optimal level of pollution control are 
constrained by their own administrative capacity to implement the economic incentive 

system. Regulators need staff and funding to effectively implement, monitor, and enforce 

the system, just as producers need staff and funding to determine the consequences of 

the system on their operations. As a consequence, regulators combine the efficiency gains 

of economic incentives with the strict standards of command-and-control to promote 

pollution control. 

4.7 .2 Legal structure 

The effective use of an economic incentive system requires the legal structure to define 

property rights clearly, provide the legislative authority to issue the incentives, and 

specify who has legal standing and jurisdiction in the use of the system. An effective 

property rights scheme requires the rights holder be able to transfer the rights, control 

access to the resource, receive all the benefits, and bear all the costs associated with its 

management (see Chapter 3). Under this definition, ill-defined or conflicting property 

rights structures do not produce the set of access claims necessary to allow economic 
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in ntiv t w rk ff Liv ly. In many d v I pin and trans ition economies, propei:ly 

ri hts may b nfav nbl f r th ff ctiv f n mi incentives. In particular, 

in ntiv s ba d n privat pr p rty may 11 t b tiv under conditions of op 11 

a cess, common r p rty, r centralized prop rty sy t m . Under centralized property 
r gimes th cond iti n that the rights hold r alon · r iv s the benefits and bears th 

costs is frequ ntly violat d. Evict nee from tra;i.sition onomi s indicates that regulat rs 

operating und r entraliz d property regimes do not pay the costs of poor manage

ment. The tenure of regulators depends on both political connections and merits, and 

consequently they do not always receive or send the correct sets of incentives and have 

lower incentives to rnanag pollution control efficiently. 

c/"4:'f ~ Competitive markets 

Economic incentives are more effective if competition plays a meaningful role in the 

economy and in the decisions of the regulators. If competitive markets exist, developing a 

robust permit market is more likely to be relative to if a potential monopoly seller exists, 

for example Russia in ~arbon emission trading (see Godby, 2002). Economic incentives 
are most advantageous, relative to direct regulations, in markets with many buyers and 

sellers.· Credit, liability, and insurance markets also play an important role in the use of 

economic incentives. Producers short of capital find it difficult to post a performance bond 
unless they have access to credit markets. Without these markets, economic incentives · 

that require cash outlays give a competitive advantage to large producers over small or 
. . 

rural producers who cannot cross-subsidize products that require more pollution control. 

/4:7.4 Political feasibility 

While economists can promote economic incentives as a cost-effective tool to increase 
pollution control, it is the regulator who must face the winners ,and losers of any proposed 

incentive system. These winners and losers include other regulators, producers, and 

individuals impacted by the emissions and by organizations who represent the victims of 

pollution. The push and pull of these countervailing forces help determine the political 

feasibility of the proposed incentive system. For example, the random penalty scheme 

may not be politically feasible given a well-behaved producer might be penalized due to 

the shirking of others. The performance bond raises political challenges given the thin 

capital and insurance markets associated with pollution control. Producers can claim 

the bonds impose unnecessary hardships (e.g., lost jobs), a factor sure to interest any 

politician up for re-election. 

4.8 Concluding remarks ...... . ~,· ....................................................... ~ .................... . 
Economists offer up incentive schemes to help correct environmental problems for nearly 

a century now, their collective voice growing louder in variety and reach over the last four 
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ct cad . Thi hapt r h as r vi w d s m k y issu s in in entive d sign and appli a ti n . 

W hav xam ir d th gc, ra l prin ip l at w rk: ba lancing th incr menta l priva l 

osts f p ntr 1 against th in r n nla l ial gains given diff r nt d gr 

of informati n . A long . tress d by my m n tor 'tnd colleagu.e Tom Crocker, th l n 

worth rememb ring about all this is "no univ r ally preferred incentive system exists ." 

Incentive d sign dep nds on the economi ir um tances, environmental conditi ns, 

funding sourc s, habitat and land quality a nd quantity, the mix of pollutants, land 

values, human capital, and so on. Some pragmatic circumstances warrant the us of 

price rationing (e.g. , carbon emission reductions); others the use of quantity rationing 

(e.g., acid deposition control). 

But also remember as you read deeper into the incentives literature you will find that 

different schemes can be just different sides of the same coin. From the perspective of 

complete contracting and the revelation principle, ai:y regulation is equivalent to a revel

ation mechanism, which means all agents truthfully report their private information to 

the regulator. The regulator then recommends proper action, that is, a command and 

control option. Since the command and control option is optimal in this case, discussion 

over whether price rationing or quantity rationing are mute since they implement the 

same allocation as the command and control approach. But when contracts are incom

plete, which is more likely realistic scenario, the choice of incentive tool can matter. 

Here aligning private and social choices requires serious information about values, costs, 

preferences,. both at absolute and relative levels. The less we know about what drives 

private choices, the more political realities and rationalizations play a role, which means 

nearly all the time. Readers interested in learning more about the nature of incent

ives for environmental policy within this political web can find numerous theoretical, 

empirical, and practical applications in the economics literature and in government 

publications. 
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